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Aerospace and Defense 
Issue Brings up Child-
hood Memories

I.grew.up.in.Lakewood,.California.which.is.right.next.to.Long.
Beach..In.the.late.50’s.and.early.60’s.a.good.chunk.of.Lakewood.
residents.worked.for.Douglas.Aircraft..Then.in.1967.Douglas.
Aircraft.merged.with.McDonnell.Aircraft.and.became.McDonnell.
Douglas..In.1997.Boeing.acquired.them.and.McDonnell.Douglas.
became.Boeing..Through.out.that.time.a.large.portion.of.Lakewood.
had.some.sort.of.ties.to.aerospace..All.my.life.be.it.a.neighbor,.a.
friend’s.father.or.an.uncle.I.was.exposed.to.aerospace..I.can.remem-
ber.them.swapping.stories.of.working.and.how.proud.they.were.to.
build.those.tin.birds...That.is.why.our.annual.Aerospace.and.De-
fense.issue.is.always.a.favorite.for.me.

This.issue’s.cover.story.is.not.based.in.Long.Beach.or.Lakewood.
or.even.California..Our.story.on.Wire.Tech.in.Phoenix.Arizona.tells.
the.tale.of.how.Rick.Erickson.took.his.shop.from.a.strictly.EDM.
shop.to.a.full-.service.CNC.manufacturing.facility.that.serves.Ray-
theon,.Honeywell,.G.E..and.General.Dynamics.among.others.

Another.story.IS.based.in.California..Harley.&.Sons.in.Placentia.
has.a.new.owner.who.has.upgraded.the.shop.with.Doosan.machines.
and.is.reaping.the.benefits..The.shop.is.thriving.so.much.the.owner.
says.the.only.thing.slowing.them.down.is.finding.enough.workers.
with.aerospace.level.skills..Their.search.will.continue,.and.Harley.&.
Son.will.hopefully.continue.to.thrive.

We.have.a.story.on.a.shop.in.Oregon.that.does.not.do.aerospace.
work.but.does.specialize.on.heavy-duty.coupling.devices.for.trac-
tor.trailers.and.construction.equipment..The.company.had.some.
software.issues.but.with.the.help.of.NCSIMUL.Software.things.are.
running.smoothly.now.

This.issue.also.has.a.small.section.devoted.to.the.upcoming.
Aerodef.Show.in….you.guessed.it-Long.Beach,.CA..That.along.
with.new.products,.industry.news.and.another.great.read.from.
Tim.Paul.makes.this.an.issue.I.hope.you.read.more.than.once..And.
remember.if.you.don’t.have.a.magazine.with.you.the.magazine.is.
online.at.www.cnc-west.com

Sincerely,

Shawn Arnold
Shawn.Arnold
Publisher
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Smarter Cutting Tools are Coming
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EXEC  H    TLINE

Continued	on	page	88.......

Kratos Picks up $23M Deal to 
Produce High-Performance Drone 
System

Kratos Defense and Security Solutions Inc. 
received a $23 million production award for a 
new, high-performance, jet-powered unmanned 
aircraft system that has been under develop-
ment.

Kratos did not name its customer in its Jan. 
8 announcement. The University City, Ca.-based 
business said the award covers the initial 
year’s production and that the business ex-
pects multiple years of production.

Kratos’ Unmanned Systems Division (aka USD) 
makes jet-powered drone systems for tactical 
and threat representation target purposes.

Northrop Grumman Gets 
$172.7M U.S. Air Force Contract

The U.S. Air Force awarded Northrop Grum-
man Corp. a $172.7 million contract for its 
Battlefield Airborne Communications Node, known 
as BACN for short.

BACN is a communications relay flown aboard 
an autonomous Global Hawk jet or a converted 
business jet. It allows disparate communica-
tions systems to connect with one another. The 
newly signed deal calls for Northrop Grumman to 
provide payload operation as well as support 
for payload equipment and services. Northrop 
has provided the equipment for several years.

Northrop has had contracts to provide the 
specialized communications equipment for 
several years. Work on the contract will be 
performed in San Diego and last through Janu-
ary 2019.

Boeing Sets Airplane Delivery 
Record, Finishes 2017 with 
Larger Order Book

  Boeing delivered more commercial airplanes 
than any manufacturer for the sixth consecu-
tive year and set an industry record with 763 
deliveries in 2017, driven by high output of 
the market-leading 737 and 787 jets. At the 
same time, the company grew its backlog with 
912 net orders, reflecting healthy demand for 
its single-aisle and twin-aisle airplanes.

Boeing reached a new high on the 737 pro-

gram as it raised production to 47 airplanes 
a month during the year and began delivering 
the new 737 MAX, contributing to a record 529 
deliveries, including 74 of the MAX variety. On 
the 787 Dreamliner program, Boeing continued 
building at the highest production rate for 
a twin-aisle jet, leading to 136 deliveries 
for the year. 

 On the orders front, 71 customers placed 
the 912 net orders, valued at $134.8 billion 
at list prices. The total extends Boeing’s 
backlog to a record 5,864 airplanes – at year 
end – which is equal to about seven years of 
production. 

Signal Jammers Will be Made in 
San Diego as Part of Northrop 
Grumman’s $23.2M Contract

The Pentagon is asking Northrop Grumman 
Corp. for more of its JCREW signal jammers.

U.S. Navy SEALS and other U.S. forces will 
use the electronics to foil radio-controlled 
roadside bombs, or a related, newer threat: 
toy-sized drones that adversaries use to de-
liver explosives.

The Pentagon awarded Northrop Grumman a 
$23.2 million contract modification for JCREW 
electronics on Dec. 13. Nearly all of the work 
will be done in San Diego. Full-rate production 
is expected to continue to the middle of 2022.

Boeing Receives Contract for 
Japan KC-46 Tanker

  Through the Foreign Military Sale pro-
cess, the U.S. Air Force has awarded Boeing a 
$279 million contract for the Japan Air Self-
Defense Force’s (JASDF’s) first KC-46 tanker 
and logistics support, marking the aircraft’s 
first international sale.

Japan chose Boeing’s KC-46 tanker over com-
petitors following its KC-X aerial refueling 
competition. The KC-46 adds to the JASDF’s 
current fleet of four KC-767J tankers.

The U.S. Air Force will operate and main-
tain its fleet of 179 KC-46 tankers through 
mid-century and beyond.

Boeing began developing the KC-46A Pegasus 
tanker for the U.S. Air Force in 2011 and is 
assembling the 767-derivative aircraft at its 
Everett, Wash., facility.
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Buy select new ZEISS CMMs by March 31, 2018 and make 
no payments for 90 days from installation.
The measuring technology and service from ZEISS deliver the best results as quickly as 
possible. From the MICURA with its micron accuracy and small footprint to the CONTURA 
and ACCURA with their range of sizes and sensors to the performance of the PRISMO, it’s 
easy to find the right ZEISS CMM for your measurement needs. Buy a new ZEISS CMM by 
March 31st and delay payments for 90 days.

Find out more at www.zeiss.com/metrology-specials

Get faster, more 
precise measurements.
ZEISS Bridge-type CMM Offer

No payments 

for 90 days!
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California.is.an.aerospace.industry.leader.in.the.U.S..The.
state.is.home.to.the.B-21.long-range.bomber.defense.project.
and.headquarters. or. offices. for. leading.A&D.global. lead-
ers.such.as.Boeing,.Lockheed.Martin,.Northrop.Grumman,.
Aerojet.Rocketdyne,.Raytheon.SpaceX,.and.Virgin.Galactic,.
as.well.as.small.and.medium-sized.manufacturers.(SMMs).
in. the. industry..While.California.A&D.manufacturing.em-
ployment.is.down.from.its.aerospace.glory.years.in.the.late.
1980s,.steady.sales.and.rising.employment.rates.make.A&D.
leaders.and.analysts.optimistic.that.the.aerospace.sector.in.
California.is.heading.for.more.growth.with.less.reliance.on.
government.contracts.

As. larger. aerospace. companies. feel. the.pressure. to. cut.
costs.and.deliver.more.customized.products.due.to.tougher.
and.changing.market.conditions,.this.results.in.an.increasing.
number.of.jobs.or.tasks.being.farmed.out.to.smaller.manu-
facturers.

As.both.government.and.commercial.buyers.focus.on.af-
fordability.to.meet.their.aerospace.and.defense.needs,.A&D.
manufacturers. need. to. reduce. costs. to.win. contracts. and.
maintain.margins..Here. are. some. steps. to. help. small. and.
medium-sized.aviation.manufacturers.leverage.supply.chain.
optimization.to.lower.costs:

Digitize the Supply Chain
A&D. supply. chain. digitization. processes. enables. the.

utilization.of.old.and.new.data.for.more.detailed.analyses.of.
supplier.and.consumption.practices.and.offers.manufactur-
ers.more.agility..A.traditional.supply.chain.model.works.in.
a.straight.line.where.decision.makers.have.a.limited.view.of.
the.entire.chain,.resulting.in.potential.delays.and.increased.
costs..A.digitized.supply.chain.allows.a.complete.view.of.the.
chain.for.better.transparency,.collaboration,.flexibility,.and.
timely.responsiveness.

The.concept.of.supply.chain.optimization.is.founded.on.
the.integration.of.data.across. the.entire.supply.chain.from.
planning. to. the.supply’s.final.destination,. in. real. time.and.
often.with.less.human.intervention..For.instance,.inventory.
management. apps,. tracking. sensors,. lean.manufacturing,.
robotics,. and.other. automated. tools. can.be. integrated. into.
the.system.for.a.more.agile.and.resilient.supply.chain..The.
speedy.exchange.of.information.enhances.the.agility.of.the.
entire.supply.chain.

Use Costing Tools
Gaining.better.insight.into.supplier.costs.and.supply.chain.

costs.helps.A&D.manufacturers.attain.reasonable.costs.for.

their.orders..For.example,.a.should-cost.review.is.a.strategic.
costing.analysis.that.evaluates."the.economy.and.efficiency.
of. the.contractor’s.existing.workforce,.methods,.materials,.
equipment,. real. property,. operating. systems,. and.manage-
ment,". according. to.U.S.. Federal.Acquisition.Regulation.
(FAR).15.407-4..It.promotes.short.and.long-term.improve-
ments. that.aim.to.reduce.costs.associated.with.performing.
government.contracts.

A.competitive.tear-down.analysis,.or.a.value.analysis,.is.
another.costing.tool.that.breaks.a.product.into.its.constituent.
parts.to.determine.a.realistic.cost.or.value.of.each.component.
based.on.its.performance..Aside.from.mechanical.design,.this.
tool.considers.workmanship,.robustness,.manufacturability,.
reliability,.safety,.and.other.relevant.functionalities.

Exploit.Leverage.Points.for.Negotiation
Fruitful.negotiation.depends.on.how.much.understanding.

manufacturers.have.of.the.underlying.economics.of.a.given.
product.or.component..The.first.step.is.for.manufacturers.to.
determine.a.valid.range.of.target.price.to.provide.them.with.a.
credible.and.data-driven.basis.to.negotiate.for.reduced.costs..
Information.about.product.and.component.prices,.along.with.
labor.costs,.is.generally.available.in.the.open.market.and.can.
be.used.to.create.this.data.

Understanding. a. supplier’s. business.model. helps.A&D.
companies.determine.how.best.to.create.leverage.points.with.
the.supplier.during.negotiation..For.example,.some.suppliers.
gain.more.margins.by.selling.directly.to.the.U.S..Department.
of.Defense.(DOD),.whereas.others.gain.higher.profitably.with.
original.equipment.manufacturer.(OEM).sales,.after-market.
sales.on.spare.parts,.or.by.providing.maintenance.services..
Manufacturers.can.alter.demand.by.exploring.other.suppliers.
or.the.viability.of.producing.minor.components.internally,.at.
least.for.big.manufacturers.

With.constant.product. innovation. to.meet. the.changing.
needs. of. aerospace. and. defense. customers,. changing. cost.
dynamics.are.taking.a.toll.on.manufacturers..The.expected.
growth.of.the.A&D.space.is.driving.pressure.on.aerospace.
and.defense.companies.to.focus.on.protecting.their.operating.
margins.through.effective.cost.management.

Many.traditional.cost.reduction.approaches.are.inadequate.
in.today’s.complex.supply.chain.networks..Hidden.costs.can.
be.unmeasurable.and.significant..As.such,.manufacturers.of.
all.sizes.need.to.adapt.to.the.changing.A&D.costing.culture.
through.supply.chain.optimization.

3 Steps to Lower Supply Chain Costs 
for Aerospace and Defense Manufacturers
Steven Brand, California Manufacturing Trade Association
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At 29 years old Rick Erickson already had a decade of 
experience in manufacturing. He opened Wire Tech 
with a single wire EDM and a small workspace in a 

Phoenix suburb. A few decades down the road he is a bit older, 
a lot wiser, and Wire Tech has become a premier manufacturing 
center in the Southwest.

As Every Breath You Take topped the charts in 1983, Rick 
Erickson was switching careers as a tool and die maker into 
business owner and EDM job shop. Wire Tech grew rapidly, ex-
panding to a larger shop within the first year. They moved again 
to their current location a few years after that. “In 2004 I bought 
the building next door to this one,” tells Rick. “Since the begin-
ning, I try and buy either a new piece of equipment to add to 
our abilities or to replace older machines. That means needing 
larger and larger work areas.” They currently have two buildings 
totaling 15,000sq.ft. and though it is a pain to transfer parts be-
tween the two locations, it is the right amount of space to house 
18 CNC machine tools, support equipment, a quality lab, and 
offices. “I’ve always been of the opinion that keeping up with 
technology gives you an advantage,” continues Rick. “Especially 
in the early days when we were only doing job shop work. The 
Phoenix area is littered with machine shops on every corner, 
but the list gets smaller when you narrow it down to state of the 
art manufacturing facilities.”

Surprisingly, Wire Tech is not just EDM, but a full-service 
CNC manufacturing company. For the first 12 years Wire 
Tech was strictly a wire EDM job shop, but in the mid 90’s that 
changed when they added sinker style EDM to the mix. It was 
at that time they got their first mill, a Mikron HSM 700 high 
speed machining center. “You can’t have sinkers without mill-

ing support equipment,” explains Eric Rubin, shop manager at 
Wire Tech. “Each electrode is custom made for that part and re-
quires expert machining to process. A lot of tribal knowledge is 
needed with sinker EDMs. Anyone can run it, but to truly be an 
operator it takes a lot of experience.” Wire Tech’s operators are 
involved in every step of the process. They do their own pro-
gramming and work closely with the milling department manu-
facturing of the needed electrodes. Wire Tech has five sinker 
EDMs, all GF Agie Charmilles and eight wire EDM machining 
centers. Throw in a couple of hole popper EDMs and there is an 
electrical bill you don’t want to see during the Arizona summer. 

Originally the Mikron was used only for machining elec-
trodes, and internal tooling/fixtures, but Rick saw a shift in their 
customer’s needs and began to offer milling in support of EDM. 
“We started out as EDM only, but over the years we’ve added 
capabilities allowing us to provide a finished assembly,” details 
Rick. “It was a gradual process, but since we already had high 
speed machining centers to support the EDM process we might 
as well offer those services to our customers as well. We wanted 
to do the whole assembly. That way our reputation for deliver-
ing a quality product isn’t impacted by the next guy down the 
supply chain.” Wire Tech is an approved vendor for many of 
today’s most respected brands like: Raytheon, Honeywell, GE, 
General Dynamics, and Siemens. Reputation and quality are 
less about pride and more of a way of life as a NADCAP, AS-
9100 and ISO certified company.

For many years Wire Tech was a job shop supported by proj-
ects that others couldn’t or didn’t want to do. “The business was 
built around injection molding needing the precision you can 
only find in EDM,” details Rick. “We always did aerospace and 

DON’T LET THE NAME FOOL YOU; 
WIRE TECH IS NOT JUST FOR EDM.
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Rick Erickson, president Wire Tech Inc and Eric Rubin, shop manager.

A lot of tribal knowledge is needed with sinker EDMs. Anyone can run it, but to 
be a truly skilled operator it takes a lot of experience. Wire Tech’s operators are 
involved in every step of the process. They do their own programming and work 

closely with the milling department on the manufacturing of the needed electrodes. 
Wire Tech added sinker EDMs in the mid 90’s. They have 5 GF Agie Charmilles sink-

ers and 8 wire EDM machines.
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defense type work, but it wasn’t our primary aim. Honeywell 
came to us with a missile defense program in 2002 or 2003 and 
that shifted our focus more towards those kinds of programs.” 
The Honeywell program required Wire Tech to EDM parts out 
of Rhenium. At the time EDM and grinding were the only way 
to process parts out of that material. Because of its super high 
melting point, super alloys like Rhenium are used in combus-
tion chambers, turbine blades, and exhaust nozzles of jet en-
gines and missile systems. “From there aerospace and defense 
work just kept rolling in,” continues Rick. “Once our foot was in 
the door others opened inside Honeywell and we became sup-
plies to multiple programs.”

Wire Tech’s milling and turning departments have expand-
ed over the years. They still have the first Mikron HSM 700 they 
purchased. It runs every day without fail. When you buy a ma-
chine that costs a little more you hope that with a higher price 
point comes higher quality. “Twenty years later and Mikron is 
still a go-to machine for us,” tells Rick. “It’s not called Mikron 
anymore, but GF Machine Solutions. It is the same great piece 
of equipment. We have three of them including a dedicated 5 
axis vertical. The service has always been impeccable, and we 

The Hurco TM10i is the newest piece of equipment at Wire Tech. It was 
purchased through D&R Machinery with the primary purpose of turning ring 
after ring of shroud segments. A segment is 10” diameter piece of Inconel or 

Hastelloy. Wire Tech needed a machine with a large capacity and plenty of torque 
to machine the groves into these superalloys. 

GF Machine Solutions 5 axis high speed machining center makes quick work of 
complex aerospace parts. Wire Tech has 3, 4 and 5 axis mills to service their 

customers, and support the sinker EDMs.
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purchased through D&R Machinery with the primary purpose of turning ring 
after ring of shroud segments. A segment is 10” diameter piece of Inconel or 
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customers, and support the sinker EDMs.
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love dealing with the local rep, Randy Flores from D&R Ma-
chinery Sales. Even though we didn’t buy them through Randy, 
D&R is one of our preferred vendors. The last three new Hurco 
CNC machines we bought, we bought through Randy. Randy 
is the only sales person who can just walk right past Karen our 
office manager and is welcome any time. There is a personal 
relationship we have with him even if we are not in the mar-
ket for a new machining center. He never badmouths another 
brand machine or another sales person. He knows when we 
need something we will call him.” Wire Tech has recently added 
two Hurco lathes and a Hurco 3 axis mill to further bolster their 
capabilities. “Two of our GF Machine Solutions milling centers 
have upgraded 42,000 RPM spindles that we use exclusively 
for electrode manufacturing and hard milling,” tells Eric. “We 
needed a machine that could be dedicated to tooling and the 
Hurco VMX 24 fit the bill perfectly. It’s a rigid, well-made ma-
chine with a good size work envelope and a 12,000RPM spindle. 
With plenty of tools it gives us added flexibility if we ever want 
to change its role in our workflow.”

The newest acquisition is a Hurco TM10i CNC turning cen-
ter. It too was purchased through D&R with a specific purpose 
in mind. Wire Tech machines hundreds of shroud segments 
that are part of a turbine system. A segment is approximately 
a 10” ring made from Inconel or Hastelloy. They start out with 
100 forgings, and each of those makes 9 to 20 parts about 1.25” 
thick. “We needed something with a larger turning capacity and 
more torque,” tells Eric. “The grooves we put in the segments 
require you to really get after it.” Turning on the Hurco is the 
first step in a multi-op process. After turning they go to the wire 
machine for segmenting. A final op is completed on the sinker 

EDMs before the part is ready to be shipped off. “The turning 
is the most expensive part of the program,” explains Rick. “The 
wire op and sinker op go off pretty quickly, but the lathe work 
takes the better part of a day and a half to complete.”

Eric half jokingly says how they could use a few more Hurco 
lathes, but with a staff of only 15 they are short staffed some 
days as it is. “We’d be happy to give Randy more money if we 
could find enough good people to run more machines,” he says 
with a sigh. “The core group of employees we have now are 
great, but we need more of them. Even with all the manufac-
turing in the area we struggle to find quality people to run the 
machines. Qualified applicants are welcome to come apply. We 
are interested in milling and turning people.” “Arizona is a great 
place to live and work,” adds Rick. “I’ve spent my life here and 
never tripped on sunshine.”

The transition from job shop to production shop has been 
gradual for Wire Tech. They walk a fine line between the two 
some days. One problem they face is that potential custom-
ers don’t know they do more than just EDM. Understandably 
so since their name implies wire EDM. “Our customers know 
the capabilities we have and the service we provide,” concludes 
Rick. “Spreading the word without scaring off job shop work is 
where it gets tricky. Current customers know how trustworthy 
we our and that our reputation in the industry means every-
thing to us. Conveying that trust to other shops is sometimes 
a more difficult sell. Quality, value, and integrity are not just 
words on our website, but words we’ve lived by since 1983.”

Flight hardware, exotic alloys and top notch quality are all in a days work at Wire Tech. They 
service primarily the aerospace and defense industry but also have decades of experience in 

tooling, injection molding and medical devices.
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Sent to Your Inbox

Idle Reason Analysis Reports 

Unlimited Status Dashboards

Running or Not Running -
Plus OEE Scores

Visibility Drives Success

408-224-9167  |  www.factorywiz.com
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     Turning Center

Features: 
. 15.station.turret
. 4.8”.travels.on.Y.axis.(Multi.Tools.Per.Station)
. 3”.Bar.Dia.
. Direct.Drive.spindle,.no.vibration.for.a.(Better.Finish)
. Fast.index.time.of.0.9.sec
. 17,600.lbs,.powerful.&.Rigid.Machine
. Unique.machine.features.for.Bar.production
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(503)	997-0320

15271 Fairfield Ranch Rd., Unit 130, Chino Hills, CA 91709, USA

See.us.at.
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Placentia, Ca. based Harley & Son has spent the last 40 
years building a reputation of quality and precision in 
the aerospace and medical device sectors. Since taking 

over the company, Luke Soule is ushering in a new era of tech-
nology investment and innovation to provide better products 
and lead times for its customers.

Luke dedicated a lot of his time to operational improve-
ment and replacing aging machines. Little things like an out-
dated looking website and old logos didn’t convey the image 
of a high precision, highly skilled manufacturing facility. Other 
improvements such as a manufacturing-focused ERP system 
were less visible but set the stage for continued improvement in 
quality and delivery.  “We needed an upgrade in the shop and 
in the office,” explains Luke. “Customers notice if your look is 
antiquated. I couldn’t expect new customers to trust our quality 
and delivery when their first point of contact doesn’t represent 
our high standards of machining.” With decades of experience 
and long-term contracts to match, Luke knew Harley & Son 
was positioned to grow with the right branding and right ma-
chines. “I knew coming into this that a big part of my capital 
investment would be adding updated machining centers to the 

shop floor with newer technology like 5-axis machining and on 
machine parts probing,” continued Luke. “I also knew that we 
turn out amazing parts with the machines we had so anything 
new would be icing on the production cake. Not being a ma-
chinist myself it was an arduous task of researching possible 
machining solutions that would make the biggest impact on the 
bottom line. I relied heavily on my production manger when it 
came to what capabilities would net us back the largest return 
on investment.”

Luke and his production team went part-by-part and deter-
mined the time it was taking to manufacture each one. They 
decided the biggest initial gains could come from trading in an 
older bar fed lathe for a brand-new Doosan Lynx. “One of the 
first things I did was invest in a new Doosan Lynx multi-axis 
mill-turn center from Ellison Technologies Inc.,” details Luke. 
“We can make a lot of parts in one pass now. I liked the idea 
of a finished part coming off the machine in machining cycle.  
We have been taking the company in a lean direction – reduc-
ing inventory including in-process inventory and the waste of 
overproduction – to provide better lead times for our custom-
ers.  Having a machine that could complete parts in a single 

Harley & Son wanted to add 5th axis capabilities but were hesitant to commit to a 
dedicated 5th axis machine. They opted for the Doosan DNM 5700 with a trunion table. 

This combination gave them the most flexibility  since it can operate as a 3 or 5 axis 
machine. It was installed back in September 2017 and they love what it can do.

HARLEY & SON 
PRECISION MACHINING
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5TH AXIS MACHINING ADDS INCREASED CAPABILITIES
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5TH AXIS MACHINING ADDS INCREASED CAPABILITIES



operation was just the kind of improvement I had in mind for 
the company.” The Doosan offered Luke a lot of capabilities at 
a reasonable price point. For him the value and performance 
met in exactly the right spot. He could spend less and get a lot 
less or he could spend a lot more and get a little more. “We 
have an aerospace part on the Doosan right now,” details Luke. 
“It would have been 4 operations over a week or more before 
getting the Doosan. A front and back turning op followed by 
two milling ops with holes drilled axially and radially. With the 
Doosan’s sub spindle and live tooling, a finished part drops right 
off the machine.  Reducing in-process inventory helps us to bet-
ter track the quality of parts and reduce the number of parts 
scrapped in process.” Watching a part go from raw material to 
finished product in one pass not only saves Harley & Son time 
in the turning department, but it also freed up valuable spindle 
time in milling too. “We work primarily in stainless steel and 
aluminum with some more exotic alloys,” continues Luke. “For 
what we do the Doosan Lynx exceeds my expectations. The 
same can be said for Blake Adham at Ellison Technologies. He 
and Ellison are a step above when it comes to sales and service.”

Luke was so pleased with his sales experience with Doosan 
and Ellison that when it came time to add a new mill Blake was 

his first call. Coming into the industry with an open mind and 
no pre-conceived notions put Luke in a rare position to let his 
research be his guide. I did my research, and then I did a little 
more,” tells Luke. “It led me back to Ellison and Doosan.” Luke 
knew he wanted to add 5th axis capabilities to the milling de-
partment but was hesitant to pull the trigger on a dedicated 5th 
axis machine. “Having a smaller table limited us on non 5th axis 
work,” explains Luke. “The best option for us was to go with the 
3-axis machine with an add on 5th axis trunion. It was a great 
way to dive into the 5th axis parts without giving up the flexibil-
ity of a 3-axis machine.  Even a lot of the types of parts we have 
run in the past on 3-axis machines can benefit from the 5-axis 
machine in reduced fixturing costs and fewer operations” Luke 
purchased a Doosan DNM 5700 in September 2017 and has 
been in love with it ever since. It is a 12,000 RPM machine with 
enough travel (41.3 / 22.4 / 20.1) to handle all he can throw at it. 
“We really like that the tool setter was standard on the Doosan,” 
details Luke. “It is a nice feature to have included. It came stock 
with a 30-tool capacity, but we upgraded it to 40. We leave the 
most used tools in the changer and just add and subtract spe-
cialty tooling as needed. My guys were a little apprehensive at 
first with the 5-axis machining and a different brand than the 
one they were comfortable with, but now it is a battle over who 
is going to run it. It has been a learning curve but one that is 
being embraced shop wide.”

Luke tells how the best sales pitch he heard for the Doosan 
was from another shop while on a tour looking at a different 
brand machine. “I was introduced to the head of production 

Purchasing the Doosan Lynx 220LSY was one of the first things Luke did after 
he took over the helm at Harley & Son. Dropping a finished part right off the 

lathe was a key factor in choosing the Doosan. With 12 tools and a sub spindle  
there isn’t much it can’t do. Watching a part go from raw material to finished 

product in one pass not only saves Harley & Son time in the turning department, 
but it also freed up valuable spindle time in milling too. Some parts went from 2 

turning ops and 2 milling ops down to just one on the Doosan. 
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As aerospace materials and parts have become more complex, 
machining operations demand the highest accuracy.  HAINBUCH 
workholding systems deliver the tight tolerances, fast change   
capability, and consistent performance that makes your production 
process take flight. Contact your HAINBUCH America representa-
tive to chart your path to precision.  

Clamping solutions for the aerospace industry

This landing gear part is clamped on the I.D. with a T212 MANDO Adapt 
mandrel. The mandrel is being held in a HAINBUCH TOROK 65 chuck, 
which was mounted on a 5-axis machine.
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CERATIZIT USA, Inc.
1 800 783 2280  1 586 759 2280  ceratizit.com

Info.usa@ceratizit.com 

NEW GRADE CTPM245 
FOR MACHINING HIGH-ALLOY STEELS

A HIGHER GRADE 
IN HIGH-ALLOY 

STEELS

 Ultra-modern post treatment process 
Excellent stability for cleaner, longer cutting

 Special optimized layer structure  
Machines longer; more parts per tool 

 New PVD coating technology 
Toughest high-temperature coating

 Superior performance in:
  •  300 Series Austensitic SS
   •  400 Series Martensitic SS
  •  15-5 SS
  •  17-4 SS
  •  Waspalloys
  •  Hastalloys
  •  Superalloys

To view the product brochure, visit  
ceratizitpromos.com/CTPM245.

CTPM245 Specifications:
Composition: Co 10.0%; other 1.5%
Hardness: HV30 1330
Layer System: PVD TiAlTaN

The optimized CTPM245 SILVERSTAR™ takes our  
CTC5235 grade to the next level in tough, high-alloy steels.

MODEL MACHINING SECTIONAL 
ILLUSTRATION

fine medium rough

NEW: F50 Chipbreaker 
(replaces -M31)

 Positive geometry
 Low cutting forces
 For unstable clamping situations
 First choice for austenitic
 Stainless steel materials

18̊

f2 (in)
.003"–.014"

.004"

at a local shop,” laughs Luke. “The sales guy for a name brand 
machine builder tells him I just bought a Doosan lathe. The 
production manager says, “I’m sorry”. I wasn’t offended but it 
was an unexpected response.  I’m just happy to see their shop 
and look at a possible milling solution from that brand ma-
chine builder, so I didn’t say anything at the time. Later on, the 
same guy volunteers without being asked that they looked at 
the Doosan 5th axis mill and saw almost no difference with the 
much more expensive Japanese brand except for ‘brand reputa-
tion’.  They thought highly of Ellison as a service organization.  
Since it wasn’t his money, he was fine paying a premium with 
nothing to show for it other than a ‘better’ logo on the outside.   
I would rather save my money for investments that will add 
value for our customers and reap the benefits of great service 
from a leading organization like Ellison.  When the buyer of a 
more expensive competing brand could not even offer much ra-
tionale to buy that brand, it solidified my thought that Doosan 
offered the right mix of performance and price.”

Luke couldn’t say enough about his purchase experience 

with Blake and Ellison Technologies. “Blake really has gone 
above and beyond for us,” touts Luke. “Besides being a knowl-
edgeable sales person and getting us a good deal with a very at-
tractive financing package through their affiliated leasing com-
pany, he also helped me with placing a tiny part with another 
shop.” Luke had a small run of a thousand or so pieces and a 
completely full schedule in his turning department. The part 
was geared more towards production on a Swiss machine, so he 
called Blake to see if he had a guy who could help. “We could 
have done an Internet search for Swiss turning and talked to a 
lot of places without the capacity to run the part in our time-
frame,” explains Luke. “Instead I called Blake at 2pm and gave 
him the specs. By noon the next day I already had a quote from 
another one of his customers that could quickly turn the part 
around for us. They had a great price and great delivery and got 
the job. He saved me so much time and headache.”

With new technology integrated into its operations and a 
long track record of quality, Harley & Son are all set for 2018. 
They are looking for additional machinists and programmers to 
go along with their increased capacity and capabilities. “I want 
to add more people to our staff this year,” describes Luke. “Reli-
able, skilled machinists who can setup and run aerospace-level 
precision parts are welcome to come and apply. We’d also like 
someone in admin with manufacturing experience. Our other 
need is to add another programmer to the staff who is experi-
enced in Solidworks and Camworks.” It is clear right away that 
Luke has a love of his new enterprise and is in it for the long 
haul. “Buying a business is never easy,” concludes Luke. “Espe-
cially one that has been around for four decades. We have cus-
tomers that have been here for 30 years longer than I have. That 
means something to me. This company was built on 40 years of 
supplying customers the highest quality machined parts. Our 
customers appreciate our attention to detail and commitment 
to the highest manufacturing standards. We strive to provide 
the best service experience for our customers.”

As an AS9100C/ISO9001 Certified & ITAR registered company a large portion of Harley and Son’s customer base is rooted in aerospace/defense and medical devices. 
They primarily work in aerospace grade stainless steel and aluminum but won’t shy away from the exotics. Their 5th axis capabilities have expanded their

abilities as well as cut production time on existing parts.

Buying Harley & Son enabled Luke Soule to realize his dream of owning his own 
business. With a background in engineering and operations management he

set his sights on a manufacturing company with strong history in the aerospace
and medical device industries.
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Vertical Machining Center

Manufacturing Solution For High Efficiency Production
10,000 RPM Workhorse

Toyoda brings ingenuity in motion with the Stealth VQ1060 high-performance spindle. The robust cast-iron 

head stock is paired with a 10,000 RPM precision spindle. All offer high revolution accuracy, thermal stability and 

maximum vibration dampening  characteristics. Learn more about the newest addition to the Stealth line-up,  

visit  www.toyoda.com/StealthVQingenuity. 

ingenuity begins here.
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS, BRIDGE AND GANTRY MILLS, 

GRINDING MACHINES, TURNING CENTERS, AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS 
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tical machining center with a dual-axis trunnion table that 
gives it simultaneous five-axis machining capability. 

Before joining Premier, Gillin had experience manu-
facturing complicated plastic injection molds but hadn’t 
worked with five-axis machines. “When we bought the new 
machine I was tasked with learning how to program it and 
run it,” Gillin said, “working with five-axis programming, 
post processors and CAD software was a new experience. 
There were a lot of variables.” 

The multiple variables made it “very difficult to zero in 
on where the problems were coming from,” Gillin said. Some 
of the difficulties involved a machining simulation program 
that didn’t work well with Premier’s CAM system and post 
processor. 

“The simulation software set up was not very intuitive,” 
Gillin said. The complex 3D machining programs for the 
patterns were large files that required extended verification 
time. “I’d set the software up to verify the CAM program and 
that sometimes would take a night and a day to complete. 
Then I would find out that something wasn’t set quite right, 
for example a fixture was not in the right zero.” However, the 

simulation software would not enable modification of the 
CAM program, so Gillin had to go back to the CAM pack-
age, make changes, and again output the program into the 
verification software. 

To resolve the issues, Premier acquired NCSIMUL Ma-
chining simulation software, part of the NCSIMUL SOLU-
TIONS offering of software solutions and services from 
Spring Technologies (Boston, Mass.). NCSIMUL Machine 
enables users to simulate, verify, optimize and review ma-
chine programs based on the characteristics of the specific 
parts, tooling, and machine tool involved. Three-dimension-
al graphics help users avoid machining crashes while com-
plex algorithms and embedded process-based knowledge 
enable optimization of cutting conditions. Use of the soft-
ware reduces the time spent on debugging programs, elimi-
nates risk of spindle collision, tool breakage and scrap, and 
improves cycle times and process efficiencies.

According to Gillin, “NCSIMUL allowed me to really start 
zeroing in on the issues that I was facing with the simulation 
software and the post processor. Once you have everything 
output into NCSIMUL, you can change things around. You 

Premier Manufacturing Company (Tualatin, Or-
egon) designs and manufactures heavy duty cou-
pling components used for tractor-trailers and 

construction equipment. In business since 1924, the com-
pany produces parts that link trailers to dump trucks and off 
road construction equipment as well connectors used be-
tween double and triple trailers hauled by over the highway 
trucks. The products include couplings, drawbar eyes, hinge 
assemblies, dolly jacks and accessories. 

The products play a critical role in safety, so strength and 
reliability are overriding considerations. Accordingly, many 
of Premier Manufacturing’s products are cast in Permalloy, 
proprietary alloy steel developed by the company to handle 
rough, abrasive applications. The alloy’s unique properties 
cause it to work-harden at contact surfaces and create a 
tough, wear-resistant outer shell.

Presently, most of the coupling components are sand cast 
at foundries. Premier sends the foundry actual-size physi-
cal models of the parts called patterns. After sand is packed 
around a pattern to make a mold, the pattern is removed 
and molten steel is poured into the void to make each part. 

The cast material is so tough to machine that finish dimen-
sions of the cast components are near net shape, with hand-
grinding performed to final finish dimensions. 

Many of Premier’s components are being retooled, some 
of this is due to wear but more often it’s to yield a better part 
for customer’s needs or more accurate dimensions to im-
prove secondary processing efficiency. Zach McCurter, the 
company’s mechanical engineer, reverse-engineer’s older 
parts and creates CAD files for them.  During the reverse-
engineered process the components are then reviewed and 
optimized to yield a better modern-day component via FEA 
analysis and other proprietary processes.  Ultimately the 
new CAD files are passed over to William Gillin the machine 
shop supervisor for the tool path generation, verification and 
machining of the tooling. . “This whole retooling process is 
a very interesting way to spend time. I enjoy it,” Gillin said. 

The new patterns are machined from cast iron or a ma-
chinable polymer. Many of Premier’s connecting compo-
nents have free-flowing, 3-D contours, and the patterns 
must reproduce them exactly. To efficiently machine the 
complex shapes, Premier recently acquired a five-axis ver-
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PATTERNS OF PRODUCTIVITY

The new patterns are machined from cast iron or a machinable polymer. Many of Premier’s connecting components have free-flowing, 3-D contours, and the patterns must 
reproduce them exactly. To efficiently machine the complex shapes, Premier recently acquired a five-axis vertical machining center with a dual-axis trunnion table that gives it 

simultaneous five-axis machining capability. This operation on a pattern impression of one of Premier’s 2200 couplings shows 5-axis pencil finishing, which is reducing the larger 
radii left by the previous cutters down to nearly sharp internal edges.

William Gillin, Machine Shop Supervisor for toolpath generation – Premier Manufacturing Company, Tualatin, OR. In addition to a host of other benefits, 
reliable machining verification permits Gillin to make best use of his time. According to Gillin, NCSIMUL allows him to set up a complex job with a lot of 

simultaneous motion, take it out to the machine, hit “go” and walk away, able to focus on another task.
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gives it simultaneous five-axis machining capability. 

Before joining Premier, Gillin had experience manu-
facturing complicated plastic injection molds but hadn’t 
worked with five-axis machines. “When we bought the new 
machine I was tasked with learning how to program it and 
run it,” Gillin said, “working with five-axis programming, 
post processors and CAD software was a new experience. 
There were a lot of variables.” 

The multiple variables made it “very difficult to zero in 
on where the problems were coming from,” Gillin said. Some 
of the difficulties involved a machining simulation program 
that didn’t work well with Premier’s CAM system and post 
processor. 

“The simulation software set up was not very intuitive,” 
Gillin said. The complex 3D machining programs for the 
patterns were large files that required extended verification 
time. “I’d set the software up to verify the CAM program and 
that sometimes would take a night and a day to complete. 
Then I would find out that something wasn’t set quite right, 
for example a fixture was not in the right zero.” However, the 

simulation software would not enable modification of the 
CAM program, so Gillin had to go back to the CAM pack-
age, make changes, and again output the program into the 
verification software. 

To resolve the issues, Premier acquired NCSIMUL Ma-
chining simulation software, part of the NCSIMUL SOLU-
TIONS offering of software solutions and services from 
Spring Technologies (Boston, Mass.). NCSIMUL Machine 
enables users to simulate, verify, optimize and review ma-
chine programs based on the characteristics of the specific 
parts, tooling, and machine tool involved. Three-dimension-
al graphics help users avoid machining crashes while com-
plex algorithms and embedded process-based knowledge 
enable optimization of cutting conditions. Use of the soft-
ware reduces the time spent on debugging programs, elimi-
nates risk of spindle collision, tool breakage and scrap, and 
improves cycle times and process efficiencies.

According to Gillin, “NCSIMUL allowed me to really start 
zeroing in on the issues that I was facing with the simulation 
software and the post processor. Once you have everything 
output into NCSIMUL, you can change things around. You 

Premier Manufacturing Company (Tualatin, Or-
egon) designs and manufactures heavy duty cou-
pling components used for tractor-trailers and 

construction equipment. In business since 1924, the com-
pany produces parts that link trailers to dump trucks and off 
road construction equipment as well connectors used be-
tween double and triple trailers hauled by over the highway 
trucks. The products include couplings, drawbar eyes, hinge 
assemblies, dolly jacks and accessories. 

The products play a critical role in safety, so strength and 
reliability are overriding considerations. Accordingly, many 
of Premier Manufacturing’s products are cast in Permalloy, 
proprietary alloy steel developed by the company to handle 
rough, abrasive applications. The alloy’s unique properties 
cause it to work-harden at contact surfaces and create a 
tough, wear-resistant outer shell.

Presently, most of the coupling components are sand cast 
at foundries. Premier sends the foundry actual-size physi-
cal models of the parts called patterns. After sand is packed 
around a pattern to make a mold, the pattern is removed 
and molten steel is poured into the void to make each part. 

The cast material is so tough to machine that finish dimen-
sions of the cast components are near net shape, with hand-
grinding performed to final finish dimensions. 

Many of Premier’s components are being retooled, some 
of this is due to wear but more often it’s to yield a better part 
for customer’s needs or more accurate dimensions to im-
prove secondary processing efficiency. Zach McCurter, the 
company’s mechanical engineer, reverse-engineer’s older 
parts and creates CAD files for them.  During the reverse-
engineered process the components are then reviewed and 
optimized to yield a better modern-day component via FEA 
analysis and other proprietary processes.  Ultimately the 
new CAD files are passed over to William Gillin the machine 
shop supervisor for the tool path generation, verification and 
machining of the tooling. . “This whole retooling process is 
a very interesting way to spend time. I enjoy it,” Gillin said. 

The new patterns are machined from cast iron or a ma-
chinable polymer. Many of Premier’s connecting compo-
nents have free-flowing, 3-D contours, and the patterns 
must reproduce them exactly. To efficiently machine the 
complex shapes, Premier recently acquired a five-axis ver-
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PATTERNS OF PRODUCTIVITY

The new patterns are machined from cast iron or a machinable polymer. Many of Premier’s connecting components have free-flowing, 3-D contours, and the patterns must 
reproduce them exactly. To efficiently machine the complex shapes, Premier recently acquired a five-axis vertical machining center with a dual-axis trunnion table that gives it 

simultaneous five-axis machining capability. This operation on a pattern impression of one of Premier’s 2200 couplings shows 5-axis pencil finishing, which is reducing the larger 
radii left by the previous cutters down to nearly sharp internal edges.

William Gillin, Machine Shop Supervisor for toolpath generation – Premier Manufacturing Company, Tualatin, OR. In addition to a host of other benefits, 
reliable machining verification permits Gillin to make best use of his time. According to Gillin, NCSIMUL allows him to set up a complex job with a lot of 

simultaneous motion, take it out to the machine, hit “go” and walk away, able to focus on another task.
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can put in a different fixture if you want, you can 
move your clamps. That’s really valuable.” Because 
he could manipulate the machining program inside 
NCSIMUL, Gillin said, “I was able to trust that por-
tion of the process.” The software, he said, “was kind 
of a pillar of sanity when I was learning how to do all 
this with the new five-axis machine.” 

NCSIMUL software detects the particular diffi-
culties that can arise in simultaneous five-axis ma-
chining. For example, Gillin said, “Issues are likely 
to occur when using five-axis motion and trying to 
squeeze a tool into a very tight area on a part. In 
the CAM program it looks good, but I will send it 
to NCSIMUL and see a gouge. I’ll look back at that 
area in the CAM program and more often than not 
it was an area where the toolpath already looked 
kind of choppy because it was having a hard time 
fitting the tool in there.” 

Reliable machining verification also permits Gil-
lin to make best use of his time. “Premier runs it 
lean and all of us wear a lot of hats. Right now I’m 
the machine shop supervisor and I’m also the CNC 
programmer for the three, four and five-axis mills 
for tooling/fixture work and the CNC milling setup 
guy for any production needs. NCSIMUL allows me 
to set up a complex job with a lot of simultaneous 
motion, take it out to the machine, hit go and walk 
away, and not lose any sleep at night over it.”

The free-flowing 3D surface areas of Premier’s 
components require application of small ball end 
mills in long-running programs to generate good 
surface finishes. “Some of our cut times are 12 or 15 
hours and we can’t possibly stand there and monitor 
it the entire time,” Gillin said. The shop operates on 
one shift, so the lengthy cutting processes are run 
lights-out. “I have confidence that when I come in 
the next day that I’m not going to have my day ru-
ined when I go see what the machine’s been doing 
all night,” Gillin said. Without reliable G-code simu-
lation, he added, “I would really have to stick around 
that area at the very least, if not with my hand on the 
big red button, verifying everything.” 

Premier anticipates that the redesigned patterns 
will produce more precise castings that can be ac-
curately and repeatedly loaded into a CNC machin-
ing center, thereby providing a way to finish com-
ponents more quickly and accurately than via hand 
grinding. To maximize productivity, Gillin envisions 
use of a horizontal machining center and pallet sys-
tem with tombstone workholding to nest multiple 
parts and machine them lights-out. “So while using 
NCSIMUL for machining Premalloy parts is in our 
future, we are using it heavily now to help us get 
there,” he said. 

To resolve some programming and prove-out issues, Premier acquired NCSIMUL 
Machining simulation software, part of the NCSIMUL SOLUTIONS offering of software 

solutions and services from Spring Technologies (Boston, MA). NCSIMUL software 
detects the particular difficulties that can arise in simultaneous five-axis machining.

NCSIMUL Machine enables users to simulate, verify, optimize and review machine 
programs based on the characteristics of the specific parts, tooling, and machine tool 

involved. Three-dimensional graphics help users avoid machining crashes while complex 
algorithms and embedded process-based knowledge enable optimization of cutting 

conditions.

Use of the software reduces the time spent on debugging programs, eliminates risk 
of spindle collision, tool breakage and scrap, and improves cycle times and process 

efficiencies.
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MORE THAN A MACHINE.
At DMS, we strive to build symbiotic relationships to solve problems as unique as our customers. 
We provide bespoke service, guidance and support to create or improve your manufacturing process. 

VISIT US IN 
BOOTH 457 AT
AERODEF 2018

info@dmscncrouters.com | dmscncrouters.com

MANUFACTURING 
PARTNERSHIPS
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Introducing the new  
SMART-B818III precision grinder.

There's smart.  
Then there's Chevalier SMART.

Learn more at 
 www.chevalierusa.com/smart
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THE  
SMART-B818III 

USER 
EXPERIENCE

Wheel cutting speed is constant 
regardless of wheel diameter, 
ensuring the final part’s surface 
finish is the same as it was on the 
first. The SMART grinder does 
the calculations so the operator 
doesn’t need to.

The SMART-III 
controller is easy 
to learn, easy to 
operate and easy to 
maintain. Users with 
no programming 
experience can 
create custom 
programs for the most 
demanding tasks.

Remote diagnostics 
constantly monitor 
the SMART-III 
grinder. Problems 
are discovered 
early and remotely 
repaired to maintain 
maximum uptime.

New function. Users can 
create their own grinding 

programs to achieve 
complex grinding tasks with 

only one cycle to increase 
production efficiency. 

It reduces the need 
for single block and 

dry runs, avoids 
crashing while 

test-running new 
programs and 

greatly reduces 
setup time.

Grinds 5 rms micro finishes 
on highly accurately ground 
workpieces. Position accuracy 
is +/- 1 µm, repeatability 
accuracy is 1 µm and grinding 
accuracy is 1 µm.

Easily switch between manual, 
semi-automatic, fully automatic 

or CNC options. The PLC 
controller provides grind 

cycles with rough grinding, fine 
grinding, spark-out passes.

Keeps the diamond 
in constant contact 
with the wheel and 
never wastes time 
cutting air. Greatly 

reduces initial 
dress times from 
hours to minutes, 

increasing 
productivity.

Chevalier SMART-B818III Ad_FINAL_Pg_CNC WEST.indd   1 1/12/18   3:24 PM
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CAD/CAM/CNC Perspective
By: Tim Paul
Customer Success Manager Fusion360 CAM
Tim.Paul@Autodesk.com
Instagram: OneEarTim

Do smoothing and tolerance settings really matter?

smoother arc movement when the G-Code is output 
in tiny segments. These machines generally make 
nicer parts with very tiny line segments. Machines 
that are limited to how many lines of code they can 
process handle arc movement smoother with G2 and 
G3 G-Code. These machines generally make nicer 
parts when you find a good tolerance and smoothing 
combination that suites the machine and part. A good 
example of code processing and look ahead is with 
the Haas High Speed Machining setting. This is a paid 
feature that we decided to turn on and off during our 
testing to see the true difference. With one part we 
made, the cycle changed from 12 minutes without the 
High Speed Machining turned on to 8 minutes with 
High Speed Machining turned on. I’ll share more time 
stats later in this article.     
Controller Highspeed Machining and smoothing: 
Different companies have different names for this. In 
summary, these are the settings that balance accel-
eration and deceleration with accuracy and rounding 
corners. My racer mind thinks of this like a school 
bus needing to slow down more than a Porsche to 
make the hair pin turn on a race track. If you make the 
race track wider each vehicle can go faster through 
the corner. The same principles apply to your CNC 
Machine. If you let the path it has to travel to be less 

“How much does smoothing and tolerance settings really matter?”, “What are the good settings for smoothing 
and tolerance?”. These are questions I get asked often. Unfortunately, there is no one good answer for every 

machine and every part. But, like most things in the machining trade, my favorite overused saying, “the devil is 
in the details” fits perfectly for this topic. 

I realized the topic was worth digging into deeper after a friend of mine called to talk through a surface finish 
problem he was having with a part that was designed with splines. So, I found a day to spend cutting some 
test parts at the Autodesk Pier 9 Work shop on our Haas VF2SS. I could have easily spent a couple days 
making chips and documenting all the data but for the time I had I collected enough data worth sharing. In this 
article I’ll share some interesting things on machine settings, part design, tolerance settings and smoothing 
settings. 
Machine/Controller:
In all my years in the machining industry the one thing 
that rings true more than most is that knowing your 
tools is paramount to producing good parts. Just like 
different model four flute end mills require different pa-
rameters to perform at their best, machines and their 
machine controls require different things to perform at 
their best.  

Code processing: Some machines are limited by 
how many blocks of code they can process per 
second (BPS) while other machines handle virtually 
limitless blocks of code well. Another term you will 
find with different machines is the number of lines of 
look ahead. Look ahead essentially looks ahead a 
certain number of blocks and helps accurately control 
acceleration and deceleration. Depending on the part 
geometry, the look ahead can slow a machine down 
more than the blocks per second the control can pro-
cess. 
Machines that can process a lot of code often produce 
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accurate then it can move around faster. These set-
tings are tuned from the machine tool company and 
are usually controllable at the control and within the 
G-Code. These settings have a significant difference 
on both part quality and cycle time. See pic of the 
Mazak Smoothing Machine configurations.      
CAD Part Design: On the CAD side of a part some-
times splines are required to get the desired shape 
of a line. Often a very similar shape can be achieved 
with tangent arcs. If your machine processes a limited 
amount of code then starting with a CAD design that 
uses tangent arcs whenever possible will be ideal.  
CAM Tolerance: The machining tolerance is the sum 
of the tolerances used for the toolpath generation 
and the CAD Geometry triangulation. CNC machining 
motion is controlled by G1 straight lines and G2, G3 
arc moves. With a CAD model designed with lines 
and arcs the CAM system will create G1 moves for 
the straight lines and G2 and G3 moves for the arcs. 
For CAD models with splines and surfaces the CAM 
system will approximate the splines and surfaces by 
linearizing them; creating many short line segments to 
approximate the desired surface. How accurately the 

toolpath matches the desired shape largely depends 
on the number of line segments used. The smaller the 
tolerance setting the smaller the line segments will 
be and the closer the toolpath will match the spline or 
surface. 
Machinists often have the urge to make a very small 
value for the CAM tolerance. The tradeoffs to having 
a small CAM tolerance are longer toolpath calculation 
time, larger G-Code program file size, and short line 
segments. Depending on your CAM software, com-
puter, machine memory, and your machine’s ability 
to process code and look ahead these tradeoffs will 
carry a different weight with you.      
CAM Smoothing: CAM Smoothing has different 
names in different CAM software. Smoothing smooths 
the toolpath by removing excessive points and fit-
ting arcs where possible within the given tolerance. 
Smoothing replaces line segments with tangent arcs 
where possible within the given tolerance. Reducing 
the code size with smoothing can have a dramatic 
effect on part quality and cycle time on machines with 
limited blocks per second processing and look ahead. 
Smoothing can also dramatically reduce program 
file size which is very useful for older machines with 

limited memory. Toolpaths that lay primarily in major 
planes (XY, XZ, YZ) such as 2D tool paths and 3D 
tool paths like parallel will find significant point reduc-
tion. Toolpaths that don’t, such as 3D Scallop and 
ramp produce much less point reduction. 
Fun stats: I designed a few parts using splines where 
linking tangent 3 point arcs would have also worked. 
I found similar results with each part. We set all our 
toolpath tolerance values to .0005” and tracked some 
stats on one part using our Haas VF2SS. With High 
Speed Machining turned off the part took 12 minutes 
to rough and finish machine and had a very poor fin-
ish. We turned on High Speed Machining on and the 
cycle time went down to 8 minutes and the part quality 
was better but not great. With High Speed Machin-
ing still on we turned on smoothing for each toolpath 
with a .0005” value and the cycle time went down to 
6 minutes and the part finish was very nice. It should 
be noted that I ran out of time to test a part that was 
purely designed with tangent arcs. But, designing 
parts with arcs often has a dramatic effect on the 
machined part quality on machines that have limited 
processing and lookahead. 
My takeaway: Like most things in our trade the devil 
really is in the details. I’ve seen very professional 
quality parts produced on hobby level machines while 
I’ve also seen very poor-quality parts produced on 
machines that even the snobbiest of machine snobs 
would love to have. I wish I could wrap up this article 
with a silver bullet magic formula but I can’t. It really 
comes down to the basics of learning the small details 
of how your tools work and how they work together. 
In this case there are details in your CAD, CAM and 
machine tool control that all affect the outcome. The 
better you understand how they work together the 
better your parts will likely be.          
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.Acromil.Corporation,. a.primary. supplier.of. complex.
structural. components. and. assemblies. to. the. aerospace.
and.defense.industries,.has.ordered.two.advanced.Cincin-
nati.Wide-Range. (WR)Titanium.Profilers. and.a.Giddings.
&.Lewis.Horizontal.Boring.Mill.(HBM).from.Fives.as.the.
start.of.a.two-phase.expansion..Acromil.and.Fives.will.also.
collaborate. to. establish. a.world-class. hard.metals.manu-
facturing.center.with.the.latest.5-Axis.high.metal.removal.
technology,.with.a.goal.of.developing.the.most.productive.
titanium. cutting.machines. available.. The. new.Cincinnati.
WR.profiler.version. is.optimized. for.difficult. to.machine.
materials,.such.as.titanium.and.stainless.steel.

“Our. expansion. demonstrates. a. commitment. to. the.
defense. and. aerospace. industries,. with. the. primary. goal.
of.developing.Acromil. to.be.a.Tier.1. supplier. supporting.
customer. needs. for. detail. parts. and. assemblies,”. said.Ed.
Hatcher,.Acromil’s. executive.vice.president.. “We.believe.
our. collaboration.with. Fives.Group.will. change. the.way.
aerospace.manufacturers.approach.titanium.machining.”.

. .The.Cincinnati.WR.Titanium.Profilers.are.designed,.
manufactured.and.delivered.by.Fives.Cincinnati,.Hebron,.
KY.while. the. Giddings.&. Lewis. HBM. is. produced. and.
shipped. from. Fives. Giddings. &. Lewis. in. Fond. du. Lac,.
WI..“The.new.profilers.have.been.tested.extensively.with.
excellent.results,”.said.Steve.Thiry,.president.and.general.
manager.of.Fives.Machining.Systems.Inc..“The.HBM.will.
handle. titanium. structural. components. (for. a.major. aero-
space.OEM).that.will.highlight.the.versatility.of.the.Gid-

Acromil Kicks Off Corporate Expansion With 
Cincinnati WR Profilers For Titanium, and 
Giddings & Lewis Horizontal Boring Mills

 Aerospace supplier collaborates with Fives 
to advance titanium cutting 

dings.&.Lewis.machines..It’s.also.a.great.opportunity.for.us.
to.work.with.industry.veterans.like.Ed.Hatcher.from.Acromil.
as.we.continue.to.develop,.and.advance,.high-performance.
titanium.cutting.”

Within.Fives,.Metal.Cutting.|.Composites.business.line,.
is. comprised. of. Fives.Machining. Systems. Inc.,. which. in-
cludes. Fives.Cincinnati. in.Hebron,.Kentucky,. specializing.
in. machines. and. systems. for. the. aerospace. and. industrial.
sectors.and.Fives.Giddings.&.Lewis.in.Fond.du.Lac,.Wis-
consin,.specializing.in.machine.tools.for.the.industrial,.aero-
space. and. automotive. sectors;. Fives. Lund. Engineering. in.
Seattle,.serving.the.aerospace.industry;.Fives.Liné.Machines.
in.Granby,.Quebec,.Canada.and.Fives.Machining.in.France,.
specializing. in.machine. tools. for. aerospace,. industrial. and.
rail.sectors..

   About Acromil Corporation
Acromil.Corporation. is. a. primary. supplier. of. complex.

structural. components. and. assemblies. in. the. defense. and.
aerospace.industries.and.has.been.supporting.its.customers.
since.1959..Acromil. is. located. in. the.City.of. Industry,.CA.
within. a. 100,000. square. foot. facility,. which. houses. state.
of. the.art.equipment. to.manufacture,. inspect.and.assemble.
parts..Acromil.primarily.manufacture.parts.out.of.aluminum,.
titanium.and.steel..Acromil.maintains.a.Management.System.
in.accordance.with.AS9100.and.ISO9001.standards,.which.
has.been.certified.by.DNV..Acromil.is.also.ITAR.registered.
with.the.United.States.Department.of.State...
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Toolpath.simulation.provider.CGTech.joins.forces.with.
metal.hybrid.manufacturing.specialist.3D-Hybrid.Solutions.
to.take.additive.manufacturing.to.the.next.level

. . . The. manufacturing. world. is. embracing. 3D. metal.
printing.in.a.big.way..GE.Aviation.is.using.it.to.print.fuel.
nozzles,.saving.aircraft.owners.millions.in.operation.costs.
annually. per. plane.. Medical. device. companies. use. it. to.
print. patient-specific. orthopedic. implants. and. life-saving.
surgical.instruments..These.are.just.a.few.examples.of.the.
gigantic.strides.metal.printing.has.made.over.the.past.de-
cade,.with.countless.more. to.come.as. the. technology.be-
comes.increasingly.main.stream..

.There’s.only.one.problem.though:.despite.its.awesome.
capabilities,.metal.3D.printing.requires.secondary.process-
ing—machining.or.grinding—to.remove.any.support.struc-
tures.used.during.the.build.process,.and.oftentimes.needs.
additional.machining.to.achieve.the.desired.part.accuracy.
and.surface.finish..

.

Addressing a need 
. 3D-Hybrid. Solutions. Inc.. knows. this.. As. its. name.

implies,. the. company. leverages. a. hybrid. approach. to.3D.
printing..By. integrating.metal.printing. technology.with. a.

Advancing Additive
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Story	provided	by	CGTech

CNC.machine.tool,.it’s.possible.to.apply.powdered.metal.
or.wire.feedstock.at.rates.of.up.to.20.lbs..per.hour.(in.some.
applications),.then.machine.the.part.to.precise.dimensions.
on. the.same.machine..According. to. the.company,. there’s.
no.need.for.secondary.fixtures.because.internal.holes.and.
channels.can.be.machined.before.being.“closed.up”.during.
printing,.part.accuracy.is.improved,.and.processing.times.
are.substantially.faster.than.with.conventional.3D.printers..

.
“Aside.from.the.relatively.slow.build.speeds,.that’s.the.

biggest.drawback.with.3D.printed.metal,”.says.3D-Hybrid.
Solutions’. Karl. Hranka.. “Secondary. machining. of. some.
sort. is. almost. always. needed,. and. on. larger. workpieces.
such.as.molds.and.aerospace.components,. this.can.mean.
a.lot.of.unnecessary.production.expense.and.lead-time..In.
most.cases.it.makes.good.sense.to.do.this.machining.while.
you’re.actually.building.the.part.in.order.to.machine.hard-
to-reach.features..By.consolidating. the. two. technologies,.
you.can.achieve.broader.capability.and.greatly.reduce.total.
capital.investment.costs.and.operating.costs..

.
Partners in printing
The.risks.in.moving.a.five-axis.deposition.head.around.
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a.workpiece.whose.geometry.is.continually.changing.are.ob-
vious..And.being.that.many.of.3D-Hybrid.Solution’s.potential.
customers.employ.large,.expensive.machine.tools,.the.need.
for.a.toolpath.simulation.and.verification.tool.became.abun-
dantly.clear..To.address.these.concerns,.3D-Hybrid.Solutions.
joined.forces.with.industry.leader.CGTech,.which.earlier.this.
year.introduced.a.verification.tool.aimed.specifically.at.addi-
tive.manufacturers..

.“Whether.additive.or.subtractive.machining,.we.consider.
ourselves.experts.in.CNC.machine.kinematics,.control.tech-
nology,.how.the.toolpaths.and.G-codes.interact.on.a.machine..
VERICUT. simulates. the. same.NC.program. that.will. drive.
the.CNC.machine,.ensuring.the.highest.level.of.verification.
possible,”.says.Gene.Granata,.VERICUT.product.manager.at.
CGTech..“This.makes.us.a.perfect.fit.in.a.hybrid.machining.
situation..Not. only. can. users. check. for. the. usual. concerns.
like.over-travels.and.tool.collisions,.but.are.also.able.to.verify.
additive.specific.conditions—what’s.the.layer.thickness,.how.
much.stepover.was.used,.and.whether.the.proper.gas.and.la-
ser.codes.and.settings.are.used.to.assure.a.robust.build.”

.Some.key.points.of.the.VERICUT.solution.include:.Op-
erators. are. able. to. “add-cut”. or. “cut-add”.material,. in. any.
order. and.with. any. type.of.machining.done,.whether. it’s. a.
5-axis.CNC.machining.center,.multitasking. turn-mill. lathe,.
or. deposition-style. robot..As. with. all.VERICUT. products,.
the.ability.to.accurately.simulate.the.actual.G-codes.provide.
users.with. the. assurance. that. hybrid.machine. tools.will. be.
protected.from.expensive.crashes,.and.avoid.setups.that.“just.
don’t.work.”.Laser.parameters.and.material.deposition.rates.

controlled. directly. by. additive. codes. in. the. post-processed.
NC.program. are. verified. for. proper. additive. functions. and.
ranges..VERICUT.provides.a.realistic.view.of.additive.mate-
rial.deposition—it’s.very.easy.to.differentiate.deposited.“un-
finished”.material.from.previously.machined.features.

CGTech. reports. that. using. VERICUT’s. AUTO-DIFF.
gouge.check.feature,.voids.and.missing.material.are.clearly.
visible,. eliminating. the. chance. for. costly. rework. or. poten-
tial.part.failures..Also.unique.“droplet”.technology.provides.
programmers.with.detailed.history.of.the.build.process.and.
makes.it.easy.to.identify.the.exact.source.of.problems.via.a.
single.click,.regardless.of.how.many.toolpaths.or.even.setups.
are.used.to.manufacture.the.part.

.Both.companies. look. forward. to.using. their. combined.
knowledge. and. technology. to. support. customers.. Says.
Granata,. “People. are. really. catching. on. to.what’s. possible.
with.additive.manufacturing,.and.the.ability.to.machine.parts.
and. fabricate. tooling. in. the. same.process.brings. that.much.
more. to. the. table..There’s.nobody.else.out. there.doing. this.
level.of.validation,.or.making. the.process. look.as. realistic..
It’s.going.to.make.the.technology.much.easier.and.safer.for.
companies.to.adopt.”

.
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ADVANCED
TOOLHOLDERS

Connect with us on our 
social media channels!

SK COLLET CHUCKS
LEAN, TOUGH AND EFFICIENT

VC COLLET CHUCKS
ULTRA PERFORMANCE

SHRINK FIT HOLDERS
HIGH ACCURACY WITH OPTIMAL CLEARANCE 

• Narrow body design accesses tight spots.

• Applicable for all milling, drilling, reaming and rigid tapping applications.

• Two times more accurate than ER Collet Chucks, within 10 times better repeatability.

• Over 1 million SK Collet Chucks and 15 million SK collets sold worldwide.

• Extremely precise with 0.00012" or less concentricity  
 guarantee with any collet.

• Ideal for high-speed machining, thread milling, ultra precision reaming.

• Two times more accurate than ER Collet Chucks, within 10 times better repeatability.

• Shrink fit holders provide minimal run out.

• Pre-balanced for up to 40,000 RPM. 

• Excellent surface finish, extreme gripping and ideal for high-speed applications.

• Increase cutting tool life, material removal rate and workpiece accuracy. 
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Pat	Bass	to	Lead	Verisurf	
Software	Sales	in	Ameri-
cas

Verisurf.Software.announced.it.has.
appointed.Pat.Bass.to.the.position.of.
director.of.sales,.Americas..In.this.new.
role,.Bass.will. lead.veteran. regional.
sales.managers. and. sales. engineers.
in.North,.Central.and.South.America.

“Pat.Bass. is.uniquely.qualified. to.
manage.our.team.of.talented.salespeo-
ple.”.said.Ernie.Husted,.president.and.
CEO . o f.
Verisurf,.
“ s i n c e.
j o i n i n g.
the. com-
pany . he.
has.led.by.
example,.
g a i n i n g.
the. trust.
and. respect. of. customers. and. sales.
team.members.alike..Pat’s.experience,.
professionalism.and.consultative. ap-
proach.make.him.uniquely. qualified.
for.the.position.”

“I.am.thrilled.to. lead.the.Verisurf.
sales.team.in.the.Americas,”.said.Bass,.
“I.have.great.respect.for.the.power.of.
Verisurf. Software. and. the. care. our.
sales. team.and.application.engineers.
provide.to.customers..As.model-based.
measurement.and.inspection.solutions.
continue.to.be.adopted.by.mainstream.
manufacturing. companies,.Verisurf.
stands.out.with. its.open.CAD-based.
platform. and. support. for. all. brands.
and.models.of.coordinate.measuring.
machines.”

Bass.began.his.18-year.aerospace.
manufacturing. career.managing. and.
leading. tool. engineers,. quality. en-
gineers,. inspection. technicians. and.
tool. building. tradesmen;. improving.
processes. at.McDonnell. Douglas,.
Northrop.Grumman. and.Boeing..He.
then.moved. into. sales,. taking.with.
him.extensive.practical.experience.in.
manufacturing.and.metrology..Before.

Industry News 
joining.Verisurf.in.2015,.Bass.served.
as.national.sales.manager.for.Hexagon.
Metrology.Services.Incorporated.and.
as. regional. sales.manager. for.Leica.
Geosystems

Growth	Leads	to	Manage-
ment		Appointments	at	
Heidenhain	Corporation

. . Significant. company. growth.
and.key. initiatives. lead. to. important.
management. changes. at.Heidenhain.
Corporation.in.North.America...These.
changes.include.the.formation.of.two.
regional. field. sales. teams. located. in.
Schaumburg,.IL,.and.San.Jose,.CA,.as.
well.as.the.formation.of.an.overall.sales.
coordination. team. focused. on.North.
American.customer. satisfaction.met-
rics..Three.of.the.newly.defined.senior.
positions. are. appointments.of. highly.
experienced.Heidenhain. leadership.
personnel,.each.with.tenures.in.excess.
of.20.years,.or.75.years.combined...

Specifically,.Chris.Weber,.was.ap-
pointed.as.senior.eastern.field.sales.di-
rector.and.Robert.Setbacken.as.senior.
western.field.sales.and.business.devel-
opment.director..John.Thormodsgard,.
appointed. as. the. new.group. formed.
within.the.company.as.sales.operations.
director. -.North.America,.will.man-
age. the. collective. sales. operations.
functions.located.in.Schaumburg,.IL,.
supporting.the.regional.customer.sales.
and.support.teams.directly..Each.will.
manage.teams.supporting.all.product.
groups. and.markets. that.Heidenhain.
serves.

David.Fuson,.an.external.appoint-
ment.made.in.August.2017,.also.now.
leads. the. technical. service. group.
headquartered.in.Schaumburg,.IL,.sup-
porting.all.North.American.territories,.
including.Canada.and.Mexico...

“Our. recent. investments. in.west.
coast. personnel. and. executive. pres-
ence,.combined.with.our.organization-
al. changes,.will. facilitate. geographi-

cal. and. operational. infrastructure. to.
optimize.the.proximity.of.staff.to.our.
customer. base. and. focus. on. growth.
market. segments.. The. changes. are.
designed. to. enhance. our. customers’.
experience.and.our.responsiveness.to.
business.demand,”.said.president.and.
managing.director.David.Doyle,.now.
also.located.in.San.Jose,.CA..

The. changes. come. as.Heidenhain.
Corporation. executes. integration. of.
the.AMO.product. line,. integrates. its.
ACU-RITE.manufacturing.operations,.
and.establishes.a.more.significant.west.
coast.sales.and.support.presence,.with.
office. locations. including. San. Jose,.
Fremont,. Santa.Barbara. and. Irvine,.
CA...

	
Pferd	Inc.	Appoints	New	
Manager	in	West	Region

.Pferd.Inc.,.a.global.manufacturer.
of. abrasives,.
brushes. and.
power. tools,.
h a s . a n -
nounced. the.
appointment.
of.John.Hib-
bard. as. the.
new.regional.
sales.manag-
er,.west.U.S..
Hibbard.will.
report.to.Jon-
Michael. Raymond,. vice. president,.
sales..The. announcement.was.made.
by.Gene.Huegin,.president.

. In. this. position,.Hibbard.will. be.
responsible.for.all.sales.management.
efforts.including.further.developing.the.
company’s. sales. team,. new.business.
development,. strategic. planning. and.
enhancing.working.relationships.with.
customers.in.the.west.U.S..region..He.
replaces.Ross.Bevacqua,. a. 16-year.
Pferd.veteran.who.retired.January.31,.
2018...Hibbard.will. be. based. in. the.
state.of.Washington.
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According.to.Huegin,.“Ross.did.a.

great.job.and.will.be.missed,.but.we’re.
excited.that.John.will.lead.our.efforts.
in.a.very. important.region.for.Pferd,.
the.West. area. of. the.U.S..He.brings.
organizational.and.leadership.skills.to.
solidify.our.working.relationships.with.
both.customers.and.prospects.alike.”

Heidenhain	Acquires	AMO
. Recently,. Heidenhain. acquired.

AMO,.an.Austrian. specialty. encoder.
company...This.recent.acquisition.has.
resulted.in.the.AMO.sales.operations.
and. products. to. be. coordinated. at.
Heidenhain.Corporation. . in. the.U.S..
for.North.America.. .AMO. encoder.
production. and. engineering.will. re-
main.in.Austria.

AMO. is.well. known. for.meeting.
the. precision. feedback. requirements.
in.applications.where.high.resolution.
is.needed,.particularly.in.highly.con-
taminated.machine.environments,.such.
as.in.automation,.medical,.&.semicon-
ductor. applications,. as.well. as. some.
metal. forming,. bending,. and.manual.
machine.tool.applications.

The.AMO.encoders. are. inductive.
based,.and.can.survive.many.types.of.
rough. environments. including. cool-
ants,.slurries,.heavy.dust.particles,.high.
vibration. and. still.maintain. accuracy.
and.high.resolution.

AMO.offers.both.linear.and.angular.
encoders.available.with.many.lengths.
and.diameters..The.AMO.linear.encod-
ers. come. in. an. exposed.kit. style,. or.
bearing-guided.versions..The.angular.
encoders. are. produced.with. either. a.
thin. tape.with. no. joining. seam.or. a.
drum.type.where.both.allow.for.easy.
installation.onto.various.sized.shafts..
The.encoders.are.available.in.absolute.
versions.with.Biss.C,.Fanuc,.Mitsubi-
shi,.Yaskawa,. and.EnDat. interfaces,.
and.incr.emental.versions.with.1.Vpp.
&.TTL.

Cincinnati	Incorporated	
Acquires	New	Valence	
Robotics	Corporation

.Cincinnati.Incorporated.(“CI”).and.
New.Valence.Robotics.Corporation.

(“NVBOTS”). announced. in.Decem-
ber.the.closing.of.CI’s.acquisition.of.
NVBOTS...All.employees.of.NVBOTS.
will.be.retained.and.the.base.of.opera-
tions.will.remain.in.Boston,.MA.for.the.
foreseeable.future...Other.terms.of.the.
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Call your local ZEISS Distributor for More information.

      $64,900

Southern California
Carl Zeiss West Tech Center
Rick Conaway
rick.conaway@zeiss.com
585-771-0789

Northern California & NV
Precision Tool
Frank Black
408-774-1274
fblack@pretool.com

Oregon, Washington
Western Metrology
Tom Zitzelberger
503-559-5255
tom.zitzelberger@westernmet.com

ID, MT, WY
King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
george@kingmach.com

AZ, UT, CO, NM
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com

ZEISS O-INSPECT
   Need a CMM? Need a vision system? Get the 
   best of both worlds with the ZEISS O-INSPECT.

-100% Full 3-D Measuring

-ZEISS CMM Scanning Probe 

-Program from a 3-D CAD model

-Intuitive ZEISS CALYPSO Software

-It is a ZEISS CMM with a camera so you 
have the best of both worlds. 

-Includes installation, calibration,
 computer, software, & training. A 
complete system 

Sale price if you purchase before March 31st. $69,900 Reg Price
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acquisition.were.not.disclosed.
. CI. partnered.with.NVBOTS. as.

a. value-added. reseller. in. 2016. to.
complement.BAAM. (Big.Area.Ad-
ditive.Manufacturing),. its. large-scale.
additive.machine. tool. solution..The.
NVBOTS. small-scale. 3D. printer,.
rebranded.as.SAAM.(Small.Area.Addi-
tive.Manufacturing),.offers.large-scale.
designers.a.“print.preview”.for. large.
prints.and.also.penetrates.new.market.
segments.outside.the.scope.of.BAAM.

Fives	Acquires	Kone-
cranes	Machine	Tool	Ser-
vice	Division	USA	

..Fives.Machining.Systems,.Inc...has.
acquired.Konecranes.Machine.Tool.
Service. division,. one. of. the.USA’s.
leading. providers. of.machine. tool.

service.. Konecranes.MTS. division.
brings.nearly.40-years. of. experience.
providing. a. full. range. of. preventive.
maintenance,.rebuild,. remanufacture,.
retrofit.and.repair.services,.as.well.as.
onsite.support.for.all.types.and.brands.
of.machine.tools.

The. acquisition. of. Konecranes.
MTS. by. Fives. provides. customers.
with. a. greater. depth. of. productivity.
solutions.services.for.a.wider.range.of.
products.and.industries..Fives.Machin-
ing.Systems,.Inc..Global.Services.and.
Konecranes.MTS. division. are. now.
combined. into. a. new,. larger,.more.
comprehensive. aftermarket. division..
Konecranes.MTS.division.has.facilities.
located.in.Erlanger,.KY.and.Massillon,.
OH. both. of.which.will. remain. key.
operating.locations

Industry News 

Verisurf automates quality inspection and reporting on the shop fl oor, in the quality lab 
or out in the fi eld. Verisurf Quality Inspection Software combined with expert training 
and support delivers what you need to increase quality and productivity while 
lowering costs, now.

Simple Align-Inspect-Report workfl ow makes Verisurf easy to learn, easy 
to use. Built on an open CAD platform with integrated GD&T, Verisurf supports all 
brands and models of Coordinate Measuring Machines and Scanners ensuring 
enterprise compatibility, fl exibility and reduced training costs.

Get the power of Verisurf Quality Inspection 
Suite today, with fl exible purchase options 
to match your company’s needs.

Visit https://www.verisurf.com/inspect 

Quality Inspection Suite
Increase Productivity - Reduce Rework - Lower Production Costs

www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551

CAD MEASURE REVERSE BUILD ANALYSIS

CMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMMCMM

AUTOMATE VALIDATE PROJECT

See the difference at 
www.verisurf.com

Shop	Floor	Automations	
20th	Anniversary	

. Shop. Floor.Automations. (SFA).
announces.their.20th.year.in.business..
As.of.March.2018,.the.manufacturing.

integrator.has.been.open.for. two.de-
cades.in.San.Diego..The.company.has.
redesigned.and.optimized.its.website,.
and.changed.its.logo.to.celebrate.the.
milestone.
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North	American	Tool	
Earns	Certification

. North.American.Tool,. a.manu-
facturer. of. special. taps,. dies. and.
gauges,. has. recently. announced. its.
upgraded. quality. certification. under.
ISO.9001:2015. standards..The. com-
pany. previously. earned. certification.
under.ISO.9001:2008,.and.is.audited.
and. registered.annually.by.DNV.GL.
Business.Assurance.USA.

. International. Organization. for.
Standardization. (ISO).9001:2015. fo-
cuses.on.quality.management.systems.
and.performance..It.assists.companies.
as.they.develop.business.models.and.
goals. that. align. quality. initiatives.
with. their. strategic. customer-driven.
mission.

Designed to facilitate unmatched 
precision when machining parts 
with demanding complexity.

Over 50 types of standard angle
heads.

Industry News
The.company.specializes.in.assist-

ing.manufacturers.to.increase.produc-
tivity..SFA.is.the.number.one.reseller.of.
Predator.Software.and.Scytec.DataX-
change,.and.they.are.also.well.known.
for.engineering.various.hardware.solu-
tions.to.fit.customer.needs.

Some. notable. solutions. the. com-
pany.offers.are:.DNC.software.–.Man-
aging.and.sending.machine.programs.
efficiently.with.DNC. software. helps.
to. increase.overall.productivity..This.
type. of. system. replaces. laptops. or.
portable.media. throughout. the. shop.
floor. to. allow. for.more. control. over.
CNC.programs..Machine.monitoring.–.
Improving.OEE.on.a.shop.floor.is.often.
a.priority.for.manufacturing.operators..
Increasing.utilization.helps.to.measur-

ably.change.productivity..Production.
scheduling. –. Real-time. scheduling.
of. jobs. on. the. shop. floor. helps. to.
eliminate.inaccurate.spreadsheets.and.
helps.to.get.more.jobs.on-time.to.cus-
tomers....Improving.legacy.machines.
&.replacing.old.media.–.Shop.floors...
Hardware. implementation. for. legacy.
machines.allows.for.adding.USB.ports.
to.machines,.replacing.floppy.disks.via.
floppy.drive.emulators,.and.being.able.
to.read/write.files.over.a.wireless.sig-
nal..On-site.service.from.professional.
technicians.–.SFA.technicians.are.well.
versed.in.dealing.with.CNC.machines,.
as.well.as.Industry.4.0.and.protocols.
such.as.MTConnect...
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 Renishaw Inc West Dundee, IL  www.renishaw.com

A full range of probes 
available in optical or radio 
transmission confi gurations

• Lower contact forces for less stylus bend 
and pre-travel

• Excellent 3D performance

• CMM-level accuracy

• Excels in the harshest machine conditions

www.renishaw.com/rengage

Renishaw brings proven strain gauge technology 
and ultra compact electronics to a wide variety 
of small, medium and large machining centers. 
RENGAGE™ addresses the performance limitations 
of conventional probes with true 3D measurement 
and unequalled accuracy in any plane. Reap the 
bene� ts of automated job set-up, reduced scrap and 
lower � xture costs. 

RENGAGE™ strain gauge technology—for the most accurate 
probes in the world.
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O V E R  40  YEARS  O F

I N N O V A T I O N

O V E R  40  YEARS  O F

I N N O V A T I O N
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reverse
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Vero	Software	Hires	
Southwest
Regional	Account	Man-
ager	Chris	Carter		

In.response.to.the.ongoing.growth.
of. its.Edgecam.and.Surfcam.brands,.
Vero.Software.has.hired.new.account.
manager.Chris.Carter.to.represent.both.
solutions.in.the.Southwestern.United.
States..

Based.in.Waddell,.Arizona,.Carter.
will.oversee.operations.for.and.expan-
sion. of. the. brands. in.Arizona,.New.
Mexico.and.Nevada.

“I.hope.to.bring.my.years.of.expe-
rience.in.machine.motion.to.help.my.
customers.become.more.efficient.and.
productive.in.their.shop,”.Carter.said..
“I.am.very.eager.to.locally.support.this.
growing. territory. for.Vero.Software.

with.world-
class.man-
ufacturing.
solutions.”

C a r t e r.
is.a.veteran.
of. the. US.
Air. Force,.
for. which.
he.was. re-
sponsible.
for. ensur-
ing. the. operational. flight. capability.
of.aircraft.in.war-time.operations..He.
graduated.from.ITT-Technical.Institute.
in. 2013.with. a.Bachelor. of. Science.
degree.in.Applied.Science,.with.a.focus.
on.project.management..He.has.since.
held. sales. positions. in. the. industrial.
automation.industry.

IMPCO	Celebrates	80th	
Anniversary

. IMPCO,. a.machine. tool. builder,.
recently. celebrated. its. 80th. anniver-
sary.at.its.Lansing,.MI,.manufacturing.
facility..The.company,.which.employs.
more. than. 100,. designs. and. builds.
special.automated.machines.that.polish.
camshaft,.crankshaft.and.other.preci-
sion.load.bearing.journals.for.engine.
manufacturers.worldwide.. “The. IM-
PCO.microfinishing.process.helps.its.
customers,.including.major.automotive.
OEMs,.by.providing.smoother.operat-
ing,.longer.lasting.and.more.efficient.
engines. and. transmissions,”. said. a.
company.spokesperson.

. “Today.we.are.positioned.at.
the. forefront. of.microfinishing. tech-
nology,”. said.Mark.Hendel,. IMPCO.
global.sales.director..“This.all.started.
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BLM	GROUP	USA	Be-
comes	a	Corporate	Spon-
sor	of	Workshops	for	
Warriors

BLM.GROUP.USA,. a.manufac-
turer.of.tube.processing.solutions,.has.
announced. its.corporate. involvement.
with.Workshops.for.Warriors.

Workshops.for.Warriors.is.a.state-
licensed,.board.governed,.fully.audited.
501(c)(3).nonprofit.school.that.trains,.
certifies. and. helps. place.Veterans,.
wounded. warriors. and. transition-
ing. service.members. into. advanced.
manufacturing. careers. such. as.weld-
ing,. CAD/CAM. programming. and.
machining.

. BLM.GROUP.USA.has.com-
mitted.to.sponsoring.a.student.who.is.
currently. enrolled. in. the.Machining.
for.Warriors.program,.with.the.intent.
to.hire.that.individual.as.a.field.service.
technician.upon.course.completion.

.

DMG	MORI	USA	Appoints	
New	President	

DMG.MORI.USA.announced. the.
appointment.of.James.V..Nudo.as.the.
new.President. of. their. organization.
as.of.December.7th,.2017..Mr..Nudo.
h a s . b e en.
w i t h . t h e.
c om p a n y.
for. over. 14.
years. and.
has. served.
as. execu-
tive. officer.
o f . DMG.
MORI.USA.
and. execu-
tive. officer.
of. the. In-
ternational.
Legal. De-
partment. and. International. Human.
Resources. Department. for. DMG.
MORI.CO..Ltd..

Mr..Nudo.was.part.of.the.team.that.

Industry News
50.years.ago.when.IMPCO.designed,.
built. and. delivered. the.world’s. first.
automated.microfinishing.machine.in.

response. to. a. request. from.Chrysler.
Corporation.for.polishing.its.new.V-8.
engine.crankshaft.”

At Autodesk, we’re changing our focus from selling 
products to building great relationships.  We want to 
help your business become more productive, faster.  
Subscribe to Autodesk software like PowerMill, 
FeatureCAM/PartMaker, PowerShape, PowerInspect, 
Moldflow, Netfabb and TruNest to discover how you 
can benefit from a lower upfront cost in software, 
giving you more flexibility to spread your budget 
across hardware, new materials, extra tooling or 
more software.

0118 Autodesk.indd   1 12/12/17   4:33 PM
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was.responsible.for.implementing.the.
DMG.MORI.joint.venture.from.its.in-
ception.through.the.present..Under.his.
direction,.they.will.continue.to.deliver.
the.highest. level.of.customer.service.
and.the.latest.machine.tool.technology.
through.their.direct.sales.approach..

Moving.forward,.our.collective.goal.
is.to.strengthen.the.stable.foundation.
that.we.have.built.in.the.United.States.
within.the.past.years..We.look.forward.
to. integrating.Mr..Nudo’s. strategies.
for.providing.superior.support.to.our.
valued.customers.while.continuing.to.
grow.existing.relationships.within.the.
industry.

Toyoda	Welcomes	Selway	
Machine	as	Distributor	for	
Five	West	Coast	States

JTEKT.Toyoda.Americas.Corpora-
tion. has. expand. its. distribution. net-
work..The.addition.strengthens.Toyoda.
customers’. access. to. premier. service.
and. sales. throughout.California,.Ne-
vada,.Oregon,.Utah,.Idaho,.Wyoming.
and.Washington.

Selway.Machine.Tool,.has.been.on.a.
roll.expanding.its.reach.throughout.the.
West.Coast.over.the.past.couple.years,.
making.for.a.great.candidate.to.carry.
Toyoda’s.full.lineup.of.CNC.machine.
tools..Most. recently,. Selway.opened.
their. 40,000. sq.. ft..Utah. showroom.
featuring.conference.&.training.rooms,.
floor.machines,.spare.parts,.service.and.
engineering. application. support.. Six.
facilities. under. their. belt,. combined.
with.Toyoda’s.sales.and.service.team.
on.the.West.Coast.enables.the.two,.to.
benefit.their.wide-range.of.diversified.
customers.

“This.is.a.group.of.people.who.are.
truly. invested. in. the.manufacturing.
community.out.here,”. said.Fernando.
R..Garcia,.director.of.business.devel-
opment/West. Coast. Operations. for.
Toyoda..“The.Selway.family.have.built.
up.a.successful.business.over.the.past.
50. years. through.making. turn. keys,.

engineering,. application,. service. and.
sales.support.easily.accessible.”.

Selway’s.five.locations.throughout.

the. territory. compliment. Toyoda’s.
current.West. Coast.Tech.Center. in.
Placentia,. California,. home. to. live.
machine.demonstrations.

LOCK DOWN IN SECONDS.  
LOCK IN ON SAVINGS.

Ball Lock® Mounting System is the original and still the best fixturing & 
mounting system for HMC & VMC equipment. In seconds, you can change-
out and/or connect vises, chucks, pallets, indexers, risers and more with a 
repeatability of +/- .0005”. 

 » Reduce set-up time
 » Realize greater throughput using existing machines
 » Cut time in cycle as well as tool change out
 » Minimize spindle down time 
 » Free up capacity and machine hours

JERGENS WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS

15700 S. WATERLOO ROAD  |  CLEVELAND, OH 44110  |  1.877.426.2504 
JERGENSINC.COM/WORKHOLDING  |  WORKHOLDING@JERGENSINC.COM

JER-144_ball_lock_CNC_4.562x7.500.indd   1 2/14/18   12:17 PM
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		One	Closer,	Four	Work-
holding	Solutions
—Lexair

.Lexair's.New.Flex.Grip.closers.are.
designed.for.versatility.and.efficiency,.
boosting.productivity.for.a.variety.of.
machining.operations.including.5-axis,.
rotary.indexer.and.stationary.applica-
tions..The.manual./.hydraulic.closers.
are. clamped. through. a. screw.pump.
with.a.spring.return.opening..A.parts.
stop.disk.is.inserted.and.removed.from.
the.top.to.eliminate.the.need.to.remove.
the.closer.from.the.mounting.base..The.
closers.can.also.be.equipped.to.oper-
ate.under.M-code.command.for.fully.
automated.applications... With. the.
addition. of. a.Hardinge. 5C. and. 16C.
tooling.adapter,.Flex.Grip.closers.can.
be.used.with.Hardinge.FlexC.collets.
and.Sure.Grip.I.D..mandrels,.5C.and.
16C.collets,.as.well.as.5C.and.16C.step.
chucks,. providing. four.workholding.
options.in.one.collet.

Flex.Grip.closers.are.available. in.
sizes.of.65.mm.and.80.mm.and.grip.
force. up. to. 21,600. lbs.. at. 65. lbs./ft..
The. collets. can. be. custom-fitted. to.
nearly.any.application,.and.according.
to.Lexair,. testing.has.yielded. .0002".
part. accuracy,.with.±.020". range. on.
part.diameter.and.a.10-second.collet.
change.

Mobile	Fixturing	Station
—Strong	Hand	Tools

.Strong.Hand.Tools.has.announced.
the.debut.of.the.New.Rhino.Cart..The.
Rhino.Cart. is.a.mobile.fixturing.and.
set-up. table.for. fabrication,.welding,.
modification. and. repair. jobs.. The.
Rhino. Cart. package. includes. the.
welding.table.plus.66.piece.clamp.and.
component. fixturing. kit. (adjustable.
positioning.stops,.hold-down.clamps,.
pliers.and. locating.components). that.
mates. to. the. CNC.machined. 5/8”.

New Products 
tabletop. holes. (2”. grid). for. accurate.
clamping.or.fixturing.on.the.tabletop.

The. long-life,. reversible. 16.mm.
thick,. 30”.D.x. 48”.W. steel. tabletop.
features. a. protective. nitrided. black.
oxide.finish. for.wear,. rust. and.weld.
spatter.resistance.

The. steel. table. legs. include. lock-
ing.casters.and.leveling.feet.for.either.
stationary.or.mobile.use.anywhere.in.
the. shop..A. series. of. shelves,. racks.
and. a. pegboard. panel. allow. for. the.
convenient,. space-saving,. organized.
storage.of.Rhino.clamps,.components.
and.accessories.so.the.tools.needed.for.
each.job.remain.within.reach...

European	Manual	Lathe	
Chucks
—Toolmex
	TMX.Manual.Chucks.by.Toolmex.
are.designed.and.manufactured.in.
Europe,.and.are.available.in.sizes.
from.3”-100”..“Our.European.TMX.
lathe.chucks.are.manufactured.for.
excellence.and.production.consis-
tency..We.are.committed.to.achieving.
absolute.confidence.in.quality.and.
dependability,”.said.Lukas.Kielb,.
Toolmex.industrial.solutions.vice.
president.

All.TMX.manual.chucks.made. in.
Europe. are. produced.with. hardened.
steel.bodies.manufactured. from.high.
quality. forged. steel..American.Stan-
dard.Tongue.and.Groove.jaw.system.
allows.for.use.of.multiple.jaw.types.to.
provide.a.greater.selection.of.clamping.
applications.and.capabilities..“Perfor-
mance. steel. bodies. combined.with.
American.Standard.2-piece.hardened.
and.ground. alloy. steel. jaws. leads. to.
exceptional. gripping. power,”. added.
a. company. spokesperson..The. high.
gripping.power.and.the.rigidity.of.the.
body.contribute.to.enhanced.accuracy.
and. repeatability,. providing. higher.
tolerances.on.workpieces,.and.greater.
RPMs...

Additionally,.all.adapter.back.plates.
for.TMX.manual. chucks. come. fully.
finished.. Back. plates. are. precision.
machined.to.fit.chuck.bodies.maintain-
ing. accuracy. of. the. product.without.
the. need. for. additional.machining..
Fully.machined.TMX.adapter. plates.
allow.for.a.speedy.set-up,.decreasing.
machine. downtime. and.maximizing.
productivity.

“The.quality. and.precision.of.our.
European.TMX.manual.chucks.means.
that. they. can. handle. most. rough,.
medium.and.finishing.machining.de-
mands,”. said.Hugh.Barnes,. regional.
sales.manager..TMX.chucks.are.avail-
able.in.2,.3,.4.and.6-jaw.self-centering.
scroll. chucks,.Set-Tru. scroll. chucks,.
4-jaw.independent.chucks.and.5C.and.
16C.collet.chucks.as.well.as.3,.4.and.
6-jaw.heavy-duty.VTL.chucks.

LOOKING 
FOR A PAST  
ARTICLE? 
Check out the 

archives 
CNC-West.
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(800) 552-6648

Automated Large Volume Inspection for Aerospace Applications

The Sky is the Limit

12 Goodyear, #105, Irvine, CA 92618

The Nikon Laser Radar MV331/351 is a versatile metrology system used for 
automated, non-contact and target-less inspection of objects ranging in size 
from a passenger door to an entire aircraft.
        

It overcomes the limitations of traditional CMMs, laser trackers
and photogrammetry systems by reducing the labor requirements, improving
throughput, and increasing measurement repeatability.

To see how the Laser Radar can improve your inspection process, contact us for a custom evaluation.

Nikon Metrology nikonmetrology.com(949) 716-4440 sales.nm-us@nikon.com

New Products 
SRG	Grinding	Steady	
Rests	Feature	New	Sizes
—SMW	Autoblok

SMW.Autoblok.has.introduced.an.
expanded.SRG.grinding. steady. rest.
lineup..Specifically.designed. to. sup-
port.shaft.type.workpieces.on.grinding.
machines,. the. SRG. steady. rests. are.
suitable. for. crankshaft. and. camshaft.
applications..Multiple. new. sizes. are.
available,.providing.a.clamping.diam-
eter.range.of.12.to.136.mm.

Horizontal.and.vertical.fine.adjust-
ments. of. the. grinding. center.make.
high. precision. grinding. possible.. In.
combination.with.the.retractable.arms,.
these.allow. for. rapid. set-up,.making.
this. steady. rest. suitable. for. follow.
down.grinding.as.well..The.SRG.line.
also.features.a.port.for.compressed.air,.
stroke.control.and.central.lubrication.

QUAD	7	Carbide	Tipped	
Band	Saw	Blades
—Simonds	Saws

.. Simonds.Saw.has.introduced.
QUAD. 7. carbide. tipped. band. saw.
blades.for.demanding.production.cut-
ting. operations..QUAD.7.blades. are.
suitable.for.alloy;.high.chrome.alloy;.
Inconel.and.other.nickel-based.alloys;.
titanium. block. and. plate;. stainless.
steels;. and.mold,. tool. and. bearing.
steels.

QUAD. 7. blades. feature. a. posi-
tive.rake.angle.four-tooth.pattern.that.
produces. seven. distinct. chips..This.
provides.high.material.penetration.for.
faster.cutting.in.production.sawing.al-
loy.applications.

QUAD.7.carbide.tipped.blades.are.
available.in.five.widths:.3/4”.x. .050,.
1-1/2”.x..050,.2”.x..062,.2-5/8”.x..062.

and.3-1/8”.x..062.and.are.shipped.in.
150’.coils..Variable.tooth.pitch.options.
include.2.5.-.3.5,.2-3,.1.9-2.1,.1.4-1.8,.
1.1-1.4,.and..9-1.1.teeth.per.inch.(TPI)...

.
Expanding	Collet	Chuck
—Northfield	Precision
	Northfield.Precision.Instrument.Cor-
poration.has.introduced.its.newest.
expanding.mandrel.collet.chuck.

This. chuck.was. custom-designed.
for. a. customer. to. clamp. the.minor.
diameter.of.an.internal.spline..While.
clamped,. the. customer.machines. the.
internal. counter. bore,. the. outside.
profile.and.the.face.of.the.workpiece.

This.chuck.also.includes.air.detect.
sensor.holes.and.provides.positive.air.
blowout.to.keep.chips.and.slurry.away.
from.clamping.and.locating.surfaces.
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Diamond	Standard	CBN	and	Tipped	In-
serts
	—THINBIT®

THINBIT®,.manufactured.by.Kaiser.Tool.Company,.an-
nounces.inserts.tipped.with.CBN.(cubic.boron.nitride).and.
PCD.(polycrystalline.diamond)...PCD.and.CBN.inserts.are.
available.for.grooving,.turning,.face.grooving,.threading,.bor-
ing,.parting,.form.tools.and.custom.geometries...

CBN.Tipped.Inserts.provide.an.increased.production.rate,.
improved.surface.finish.and.dimensional.control.when.used.
on.high-temperature.alloys.such.as.inconel,.nickel.base.al-
loys.and.materials.
with.a.hardness.of.
Rockwell.C-35.or.
harder..

PCD. Tipped.
inserts. provide.
an. increased.pro-
duction. rate,. im-
proved. surface.
finish.and.dimen-
s ional . cont ro l.
when.used.on.non-ferrous.and.abrasive.metal.such.as.alumi-
num,.bass.and.copper..

Inserts.fit. all. “L”. series. toolholders. and. can.be.used. in.
conventional,.Swiss.&.CNC.machines...Toolholders.available.
in.square.shank.sizes.5/16”.-.1-1/4”.&.round.shank.sizes.½”.
-.1”.with.straight.&.90.degree..presentations...

Changeable-Head	Drill	Available	in	Frac-
ture-Resistant	Grade
—Tungaloy
		..Tungaloy.is.expanding.its.insert.line.for.TungSix-Drill,.
the.changeable-head.drill,.to.include.grade.AH3135..The.
grade.is.highly.fracture-resistant,.consisting.of.a.tough.
carbide.substrate.and.multiple.layers.of.coatings.designed.
to.withstand.high.vibrations.due.to.unfavorable.cutting.
conditions..These.features.combine.to.enable.longer.tool.
life.according.to.the.company.

Tungaloy. reports. the. tool. is. the.world’s.first. indexable.
insert.drill.that.incorporates.double-sided,.triangular.inserts.
with. six. effective. cutting. edges.. Rather. than. generating.
unwanted,.heavy.cutting. load.during.drilling,. this. insert. is.
designed.with.an.optimized.rake.angle.and.chipbreakers.on.
both.sides.of.the.insert.

It.comes.with.drill.diameters.ranging.from.0.812”.to.2.000”..
The.double-sided.inserts.contain.six.fully.usable.cutting.edges,.
and.identical.inserts.are.used.for.both.the.center.and.the.periph-
ery..Optimal.insert.positioning.provides.high.hole-diameter.
accuracy,.and.the.geometry.improves.the.cutting.center.edge.

INTERNAL 
GROOVING

EXTERNAL 
GROOVING

INTERNAL 
THREADING

EXTERNAL 
THREADING

INTERNAL 
FACE GROOVING

EXTERNAL 
FACE GROOVING

PROFILING BORING

PARTING DOVETAIL 
FACE GROOVING

 SPECIAL TOOLING FORM TOOLING

888 - THINBIT • 888-THINFAX
THINBIT.COM

Made in the U.S.A.
Since 1964

With over a million standard tools,
we’ve got the “ings” covered. 

CNC2018.indd   1 12/6/2017   11:34:02 AM

New Products
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New Products 

New	SV-20R	Swiss-type	
Automatic	Lathe
—Star	CNC

The. new.version.R. to. the. highly.
successful. SV-20. series.Automatic.
Lathe.has.arrived..Newly.redesigned.
with.improved.functions.and.machin-
ing. capabilities,. reduced.machining.
time. and.higher. accuracy,.Star.CNC.
reports. the. SV-20R. is. perfect. for.
manufacturing. intricate. and.complex.

parts.for.a.range.of.industries..
A.built-in.B-axis.for.multiple.tools.

and.(8).station.tool.block.for.overlap-
ping.of.back.operations.is.one.of.many.
impressive.features...The.capability.of.
two. tool. turning. reduces. production.
time. and. improves. accuracy..With.
rigid.construction.and.flexibility,.this.
machine.has.the.capability.to.produce.
complex. components. from. difficult.
cutting.materials.with.ease.and.preci-
sion.in.a.single.operation.

New	5-Axis	Machining	
Center	
—Chiron

. Chiron. offers. its. new. vertical.
twin-spindle.5-axis.machining.center,.
DZ08.FX.Precision+,.which.includes.

contact-free.linear.direct.drives.in.the.
X-,Y-.and.Z-axes..Chiron.reports.these.
drives.bring.the.spindles.to.optimum.
feedrates. faster.and.permit. increased.
traverse.rates..Compared.to.the.previ-
ous.model,. this.machining. center. is.
designed. to.produce.aluminum.com-
ponents. 20-50%. faster..The.Chiron.
Series. 08.machining. centers. offer. a.
customizable.modular.design.

Direct. path.measuring. systems. in.
all.axes.maximize.precision..The.DZ08.
FX.Precision+.has.two.14.kW.water-
cooled.milling.spindles.that.accelerate.
to.40,000.RPM. in.only.1.9. seconds..
In.rapid.feed,.they.reach.a.speed.of.75.
m/min.(X,Y).and.100.m/min.(Z)..The.
results.are.chip-to-chip.times.of.about.
3.0.seconds.and.a.tool.change.in.about.
0.8.seconds.
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DRILLING BORING REAMING BURNISHING THREADING SPECIALS

Optional docking port

Precision 
&

Compatibility

VarioBore Versatile Precision Boring

Standard mounting configurations for insert cartridges & boring bars

A single digital readout module can be combined with several other 
3E Tech ready VarioBore heads

VarioBore head can be run at speeds approaching 30,000 RPM when 
balanced, producing excellent roundness, surface quality, and 
insert life

Range:

precision bores
0.4 - 152mm

Accuracy:

on diameter
0.002mm

Adjustment:

radial stroke
2.5mm

Holemaking Solutions for Today’s ManufacturingCOMING TOGETHER FOR YOU

REGISTER NOW
LEARN MORE AT ALLIED’S
TECHNICAL EDUCATION SEMINARS

www.alliedmachine.com / 330.343.4283

New Products
The.DZ08.FX.can.be.equipped.with.

a.2-axis.rotary.tilt.table.to.facilitate.fast.
5-axis.machining.

The.compact.DZ08.FX.Precision+.
has.a.footprint.of.only.3.1.sq..m..It.can.
be.supplemented.with.the.automation.
solution.VARIOCELL.UNO;.double-
gripper. robot. and.workpiece. storage.
and. handling. system.occupying. less.
than. 1. sq..m. enabling. loading. and.
unloading.during.machining..Up.to.12.
raw.part.pallets.can.be.included.in.the.
VARIOCELL.

.

Large	Part	Roughing	to	
Finishing	on	One	Machine
—Doosan

.Doosan.Machine.Tools.America.
has. announced. the. DHF. 8000,. an.

800.mm.twin.pallet.5-axis.horizontal.
machining.center.(HMC).with.a.nod-
ding.head.

This. HMC.was. specifically. de-
signed. for. the. processing. of. large,.
complex.parts. such. as. those. used. in.
the.aerospace,.oil.field.and.automotive.
industries.

The. nodding. head. spindle. and.
rotary.table.(axis.A.and.B).allow.the.
DHF.8000.to.handle.a.complete.range.
of.machining.processes.from.roughing.
to. finishing. in. a. single. set-up..This.
configuration.makes. quick.work. of.
multi-face.workpieces.and.the.5-axis.
simultaneous.machining. of. complex.
shapes.

The. nodding.head. spindle. rotates.
through. 160°. (up/down). and. has. a.
maximum.speed.of.6,000.RPM,.with.

708.ft-lbs...of.torque..“The.Y-.and.Z-
axis.are.fitted.with.dual.ball.screws.to.
provide.greater.structural.stability.and.
accuracy,.while.the.column.is.designed.
with.high.static.and.dynamic.rigidity.

to.provide.optimum.machining.perfor-
mance,”.said.a.company.spokesperson.

This.scaled-up.HMC.can.easily.sup-
port.workpieces.weighing.up.to.4,409.
lbs.,. allowing. them. to. be.machined.
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with.the.same.precision.as.their.much.
smaller.counterparts..Its.large.working.
area.can.readily.hold.parts.up.to.1,400.
mm.(55.in.).diameter.

Other. performance. and. precision.
enhancing. elements. include:. glass.
scales.for.each.axis,.cooling.systems.
for.the.spindle.and.ball.screws,.center.

through.chip.disposal.and.an.upgraded.
waste.oil.disposal.system.

“With. its. robust. design,. 800.mm.
twin. pallets,. high-speed,. built-in.
precision.and.minimum.footprint,.the.
DHF.8000.is.well-suited.to.higher.end.
large.part.applications.in.aerospace,.oil.

field,.automotive.and.other.industries,”.
said.Jim.Shiner,.director.of.sales.and.
marketing. at.Doosan.Machine.Tools.
America.

Jergens	Inc.	Expanded	
Custom	Fixture	Building	
Design	&	Manufacturing
—Jergens	Inc.	

.Jergens.Inc..announces.the.expan-
sion.of.its.offering.by.adding.custom.
design. and. build.workholding. to. its.
existing.Fixture-Pro®,.Multi.Axis,.and.
other.workholding.products..The.addi-
tion.of.custom.design.and.manufactur-
ing.capabilities.will.enhance.Jergens’.
time. to.market. and. allow. customers.
to. enhance. their.manufacturing. pro-
ductivity.with. efficient. quick-change.
products.

“By. adding. custom.products,. Jer-
gens.will.provide.a.valuable.solution.
for.our.manufacturing.customers.that.
cannot.use.a.one-size-fits-all.approach...
Today’s.applications.are.complex.and.
unique,. so.
our. value.
added. fix-
t u r e . d e -
signs.will.
p r o v i d e.
our . cus-
t o m e r s.
w i t h . a n.
efficient,.
m a n u -
facturing.
solution“,.
says . Joe.
Cous ins ,.
workhold-
ing.director.of.technical.and.business.
development. for. Jergens. Inc.. . . “The.
addition. of. custom.design. and.build.
workholding.will.allow.us.to.support.
our.customers.for.both.their.standard.
products.and.custom.needs.”

New Products

We are a 5 minute walk from the 
L.B Convention Center   
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New Products

BARTON’s new online marketplace gives you  
24/7 access to all the most popular waterjet  
replacement parts—the parts you need, when  
you need them. All in stock!
•  OMAX® Genuine Parts

•  Flow® Genuine and Flow Style Parts

•  Jet Edge® Style Parts

•  KMT® Style Parts and so much more! 

Instant online access to 1000+  
waterjet replacement parts

Visit store.barton.com today! 

FREE shipping on orders 
of $300 or more.  

Same-day shipping on  
orders in by 3 pm.

EASY ACCESS FROM ANY DEVICE

Global Leader in Garnet Abrasives
 Free shipping is only valid on domestic orders of waterjet parts available for purchase online, and does not include 
items such as garnet, bricks, hoppers, and BART®. © BARTON INTERNATIONAL, 2017.

www.smartskim.com

√ Safe for use with all types of coolants

√ No biocide chemicals to buy or mix. Does not 
cause dermatitis

√ Improve the health and safety of your coolants

√ Does not harm equipment, operators or coolants

1-800-663-2167
sales@smartskim.com

CONTACT US AT:

SmartSkim’s Ozone Generator System
A natural choice as a bacteria and 

odor control for CNC sumps

AccuThread™	T3	Now	Of-
fered
—Allied	Machine	&	Engi-
neering

..Allied.Machine.&.Engineering,.a.
leading.manufacturer. of. holemaking.
and.finishing.tooling.systems,.adds.the.
AccuThread.T3.to.their.existing.thread.
mill.line..The.new.AccuThread.T3.is.
built.for.machining.hardened.or.hard-
to-machine.materials.such.as.stainless.
steel,.tool.steel,.and.high-temp.alloys..
It. is. designed. to.machine. only. three.
threads.at.a.time,.reducing.tool.pres-
sure. and. dramatically. increasing. the.
chances.of.tool.survival..The.company.
reports. that.T3.will.provide.a. longer.

tool.life,.less.tool.breakage.and.higher.
quality.threads.for.machinists.

Offered. in. both. inch-shank. and.
metric-shank.options,.the.AccuThread.
T3. is.made. for. deeper-than-standard.
threads,. available. in. 2xD. and. 3xD..
Additional. diameters. are. available.
on. request..Allied. offers. this. thread.

mill.for.UN.thread.forms.with.pitches.
from.#1-64.to.9/16”-12.as.well.as.ISO.
thread.forms.with.pitches.from.M2x.4.
to.M12x1.75..In.addition,.Allied.Ma-
chine.&.Engineering. provides. their.
premium.AM210®. coating. to. these.
thread.mills. to. protect. from. excess.
wear.and.improve.tool.life.

Email	us	for	a	
2018	CNC-West

Media	Kit
	sarnold@cnc-

west.com
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For a lot less than you’d expect.

INDEXDESIGNS
U

S

A

WIN $1,000 
or $2,000 off a rotary product.

REGISTER ONLINE 

818-280-8120 – We answer every call. 

21720 Marilla Street, Chatsworth, CA  91311

www.IndexDesignsCNC.com

American Made
D

E
SI

GNED & MFG.

IN SO. CALIFOR
N

IAMade in the USA

In
dexD

esignsCNC.com

Offering More Than 12 Models of  
CNC Rotary Tables and Indexers

New Products
New	Robotic	Abrasive	
Waterjet	Cutting	System	
—–	Alliance	Automation

. .Alliance.Automation,.LLC.,. an-
nounces. that. they.have. introduced. a.
revolutionary. fully. enclosed. robotic.
abrasive.waterjet.cutting.cell.for.cut-
ting.small.cast.metal.parts.

Alliance.Automation. developed.
these.robot.cells.for.a.safer.and.more.
efficient.way. of. cutting. small. 3-di-
mensional.cast.metal.parts,.which.are.
commonly.produced.in.the.aerospace.
industry,. and. are. often. cut. by. hand,.
creating.a.safety.hazard..

The.systems.have.a.number.of.in-
novative.features,.making.it.both.safe.
and.efficient....

The. enclosure. consists. of. spe-
cialized. sound. dampening. panels,.
lowering.the.sound.levels.to.82db.at.
the.operator.station...A.turntable.wall.
indexes.and.seals.shut.for.operator.load.
and.unload....

Two. 6-axis.Yaskawa.Motoman.
MH24.XP. robots. are.needed. for. the.
abrasive.environment...The.XP.version.
is.IP67.rated.through.the.entire.arm...A.
custom.jacket. is.also.added.so. these.
robots.can.be.washed.down.with.a.hose.
for.scheduled.maintenance.

All.jobs.can.be.preprogrammed.and.
selected.through.the.touch.screen.HMI.
or.scanned.from.RFID.tags.on.the.tool.

In.order.to.remove.the.used.abra-
sive.garnet.material,.there.is.an.inte-
grated. closed. loop.filtration. system...
All.used.water.is.filtered.and.reused..

Next-Gen	EDGE-Series	of	
EDMS
—Makino			

. .Makino. . presents. its. next-gen-
eration.EDGE-Series.machines,. the.
EDGE2. and. EDGE3,. to. the. U.S..
manufacturing.market..Built.for.gen-
eral.precision.machining.applications,.
both. electrical. discharge.machines.
(EDM).provide.accurate.and.reliable.
performance. for. standard. die/mold.

components.or.contract.manufacturing.
with. a. space-saving. design. for. shop.
floors.of.any.size.

.“We’ve.seen.a.re-emerging.demand.
for.general-purpose.sinker.EDM.ma-

chines.in.today’s.market,”.said.Brian.
Pfluger,.EDM.product.line.manager.at.
Makino. Inc.. “There. are.many. shops.
that. require. advanced. sinker. EDM.
operations. that. are. having. difficulty.
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in.achieving.productivity. targets.due.
to.a.workforce.skills.gap..Therefore,.
we.wanted. to. support.manufacturers.
with. user-friendly. sinker.EDMs. that.
provide. versatile,. high-performance.
machining.with.dependable.reliability.
at.a.competitive.value.”

.The.EDGE-Series. sinker.EDMs.
feature.an. integral. rise-and-fall.work.
tank. designed. with. excellent. un-
obstructed. access. to. the.work. zone.
for. setups,.which. greatly. improves.
visibility. to.monitor. the.machining.
processes..The.machines. include. an.
eight-station. automatic. tool-changer.
(ATC).to.extend.unattended.operation,.
and. fully. support. robotic.automation.
for.greater.unattended.operations..The.
machines. are. equipped.with. critical.
safety. features,. such. as.flame. sensor.

and. fire. extinguisher. systems,. that.
are. integrated. and.monitored. by. the.
machine. control.. .The. EDGE2. and.
EDGE3.are.configured.with.a.variety.
of.productive,.adaptive.EDM.technolo-
gies.to.efficiently.handle.virtually.any.
task.while.reducing.machining.time.

.

Smart	Apps	for	Smart-
phones
—Renishaw

.Renishaw,. a.world-leading. engi-
neering. technologies. company,. has.
developed. a. range. of. smartphone.
apps. for. users. of. their.machine. tool.
probing.hardware..The.GoProbe.is.an.
enabling.technology.embedded.in.the.
latest.Renishaw.macro-based.software.

packages..Together.with. associated.
training.materials. and.user. reference.
tools,. this. technology. is. designed. to.
make.Renishaw.machine. tool.probes.
and.tool.setters.easy.to.use..Key.to.the.
simplicity.of.GoProbe.is.its.program-
ming.format,.which.consists.solely.of.
a.single-line.command..This.eliminates.
the. need. for. extensive. knowledge.
of.machine. codes. and. programming.
techniques.
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Phone:	951-277-8885	—	email:webbmachinery@aol.com

	
PROVIDING	HIGH	QUALITY	PRECISION
	MACHINE	TOOLS	FOR	OVER	45	YEARS.	

Introducing… The Webb 
CNC Mini Mill VMC 2414 
Compact Machining 
Center - Made by First Mfg

LATHES, MILLS, CNC, NEW AND USED
WEBB Champ CNC 
Knee Mill 
WEBB Champ CNC Knee Mills 
starting at $24,395

WEBB TW-QIF-32 Bed 
Mill 
Loaded $37,900.00

•. 3HP.to.5HP
•. R8.to.40.Taper
•. 9"x42".to.

....................10"x54".Table

................Available.w/.New.

................Acu-Rite.3500i.

................CNC.Package

•. Travel.32"x18"x18"
•. Spindle:.7.1/2HP
•. 6000.RPM
•. 40.Taper

Special Factory Direct 
Price $42,900 

The.GoProbe. app. allows.users. to.
create. the. single-line. command.with.
just.a.few.quick.taps..They.simply.need.
to. select. the. required.cycle. from. the.
displayed.menu.and.populate.a.series.
of.data.entry.fields..The.command.is.
generated. by. the. app. and. displayed.
on.screen.ready.for.input.to.the.CNC.
machine.tool.control..Where.required,.
further. assistance. is. available. in. the.
form.of.animations,.help.images.and.
associated.text.

Supporting.spindle.probes.and.tool.
setters. (including. the. latest.NC4+),.
the.app.allows.even.new.and.inexpe-
rienced.operators. to. quickly.become.
proficient.in.programming.basic.prob-
ing.and.tool.setting.cycles.. .A.single.
installation.of. the. app. supports. code.
generation.for.a.range.of.machine.tool.
configurations.and.control.types,.and.

can.easily.be.switched.into.any.of.the.
supported.languages.

Renishaw.machine.tool.probes.are.
supplied.with. several. customizable.
settings. allowing. them. to. be. config-
ured. for. a. specific. application..This.
customization.technique.is.known.as.
Trigger.Logic.

The.Trigger. Logic. app. provides.
users.with.a.simplified.method.of.cus-
tomizing.their.Renishaw.probe.settings.
that.is.faster.and.easier.than.following.
traditional.printed.instructions..A.series.
of. integrated. illustrations. and.videos.
clearly.explain.the.configuration.pro-
cess.when. additional. information. is.
required.

Suitable. for. use.with. both. opti-
cal. and. radio. probes. (including. tool.
setters),. the. app. can. also. be. used. to.
acquire.and.partner.with.radio.probes.

in.conjunction.with.the.combined.radio.
interface.and.receiver.units.available.
from.Renishaw..

Renishaw.mobile.apps.are.available.
free.of.charge.(for.iOS.and.Android™).
on.the.App.Store®.and.on.Google.Play..

.
Complex	Turn	&	Mill	
Machining	With	a	Large	
Working	Area
—DMG	MORI

DMG.MORI.presents.a.new.size.in.
its.high-performance.turn.mill.centers.
with.its.NTX.3000..As.is.the.case.with.
its.sister.models,.the.core.of.this.center.
is.also.the.compact.MASTER.turn.&.
mill.spindle.with.a.length.of.350.mm.
and.a.122.Nm.torque..The.main.spindle.
with. its. 12”. chuck.offers. a. speed.of.
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It's easy to say your tooling 
solves problems .  
It's harder to 
prove it.   
We prove it 
every day.

Prospect Heights, IL
847-749-0633

info@heimatecinc.com
www.heimatecinc.com

Heimatec AD5349 Color 1/4 pg CNC West 2017

Stuck on a tough tooling challenge? Let us help.
Heimatec isn’t just a world leader in live tools, angle heads 
and multi-spindle drill heads; we’re your source 
for problem solving and tooling application expertise.  
With years of hands-on experience and the most innovative 
tooling, we are your TOTAL solution source.   
Put us to the test and send us your toughest tooling challenge.

TM Complete Vacuum
Workholding Systems

• Vacuum Chucks - Custom & Standard Designs
• Complete Vacuum Systems
• Automatic Coolant Return Systems
• Vacuum Safety Systems
• Accessories & Maintenance Kits

WWW.VACULOK.COM
Ph: (815) 758-1822 • Em: marketing@vaculok.com

3000. rpm.and.a.maximum.torque.of.
1,194.Nm..

The.direct.drive.B-axis.enables.effi-
cient.5-axis.simultaneous.machining.of.
complex.workpieces,.while.the.X-axis.
with.a.travel.path.of.-125.mm.below.
the. spindle. center. guarantees.maxi-
mum. flexibility.. Celos.with.Mapps.
on.Fanuc.and.Celos.with.Siemens.are.
available.as.controls.

New	Die	Sinking	EDM
—GF	Machining	Solutions		
	GF.Machining.Solutions’.new.
FORM.P.350.die.sinking.EDM.ma-
chine.features.precision-enhancing.
design.qualities.along.with.several.
integrated.technologies...

A. compact. C-axis. construction,.
fixed. table. and. cast. iron. frame.offer.
high. stability. and. force. reduction. to.
help.maintain. a. precise. spark. gap.
between. the. part. and. the. electrode..
Regardless.of.part.weight.or.dielectric.
volume,.the.FORM.P.350.is.designed.
to. deliver. consistent. accuracy. and. a.
best.surface.finish.of.Ra.0.1.µm..“Inte-
grated.glass.scales.preserve.long-term.
repeatability.and.eliminate.the.need.for.
recalibration.as.well.as.any.errors.due.
to.backlash.and.wear,”.said.a.company.
spokesperson.

At.the.heart.of.the.machine.is.GF.
Machining.Solutions’.own.intelligent.
power. generator. (IPG),. a. powerful.
generator.for.die-sinking.EDMs..With.
integrated.quality-enhancing.and.cost-
saving. intelligence,. the. company’s.

TECFORM.module. ensures. that. the.
EDM.process. is. continuously. opti-
mized.with.each.pulse.to.reduce.elec-
trode.wear.or.obtain.the.fine.finishes.

.It.is.equipped.with.GF.Machining.
Solutions’. iQ. (innovation.+. quality).
technologies. to. control. the. erosion.
process.of.graphite.and/or.copper.elec-
trodes..“iQ.technology.brings.together.
fast.and.efficient.electronics.capable.of.
real-time. spark. characteristic. analy-
sis. and. adjusts. the. current. setting. as.
needed.for.absolute.pulse.efficiency,”.
said.the.spokesperson...

The.machine. console. is. equipped.
with.the.user-friendly.AC.FORM.hu-
man.machine.interface.(HMI). that. is.
based.on.a.standard.Windows.platform.
and. offers. interactive. graphical. as-
sistance.so.that.all.operations,.such.as.
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Call us today for your FREE, NO OBLIGATION finance proposal 
and SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE!

www.qtfinancial.com

●
●
●
●

480.385.1220

New and Used Machinery Financing
Simple one-page credit application 
Outstanding rates and terms
Approvals within a day

measurement. and.machining. cycles,.
are. illustrated. by. graphics/icons. for.
fast.operator.understanding.and.ease.of.
use..It.provides.simple.descriptions.of.
machining.targets,.automatic.selection.
of. optimal. technology. and. dynamic.
parameters.adaption.

The.FORM.P.350.comes.standard.
with.a.four-position.linear.tool.changer.
for.System.3R.macro.tooling..A.rotary.
tool. changer. (RTC). can.be. added. to.
replace. the. four-position. linear. tool.
changer.on.the.left.side.of.the.machine.
to.increase.the.number.of.electrodes.up.
160.in.a.very.small.space...

With.X/Y/Z.axes. travels. of. 17.8”.
x. 9.8”. x. 11.8”. shops. can. efficiently.
machine.workpieces. up. to. 27.6”. x.
18.1”.x.10.8”...

5-Axis	VMC	Automation	
Solution
—Matsuura

.Matsuura.Machinery.USA,. Inc..
has. launched. the.MX-520. PC4,. a.
four-pallet. automated. version. of. the.
MX-520. single. table. 5-axis. vertical.
machining.center.(VMC).model.

The.MX-520.PC4.5-axis.VMC.was.
designed.in.response.to.customer.de-
mand.seeking.a.Matsuura.automation.
solution.for.the.MX-520.5-axis.VMC..
The.MX-520

PC4.is.equipped.with.90.tools.and.
an.installed.Universal.Robot.Interface.
to.maximize.the.automation.potential.
of. this. addition. to.Matsuura’s. 5-axis.
range.

.“The.Matsuura.MX-520.maintains.
high.rigidity.and.features.a.generous.
machining. envelope.with. excellent.
operability..The.MX-520.also.offers.an.
assortment.of.configurations,.which.are.
ideal.for.all.applications,.all.industries.
and. all.materials,”. said. a. company.
spokesperson.

The.VMC.is.engineered.to.provide.
a.simple.and.cost-effective. transition.
for.3-axis.users.making.the.transition.
to.full.5-axis.operation.

Designed.with.a.RAM.type.struc-
ture,.the.MX-520.has.a.compact.foot-
print.with.enhanced.ergonomic.design,.
allowing.rapid.set-up.and.processing.of.
complex.parts.

CAMplete.TruePath. software,. an.
integrated. suite. of.G-code. editing,.
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10-Second
Collet Changes

Call: 1-800-645-4174  •  www.colletchucks.com

The Royal Quick-Grip™ is the smart workholding solution 
designed to optimize all of your CNC Turning applications:

• Amazing 10-second collet changes
• Extremely Accurate – 0.0002" TIR
• Most compact length & diameter
• Widest gripping range – 0.062"
• Full 360° workpiece contact
• Perfect for bar feeding applications
• Fast and easy Bolt & Go™ installation
• Risk-free performance guarantee

Replace Your Outdated Chucks 
Today with Royal Quick-Grip™

Proudly 
Made 
in U.S.A. 

New Products

RECRUITING	SPECIALIST
FOR THE MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY

Immediate	Need	for	
Sales,	Service	&	

Application	Engineers
No fee to Applicant

GEORGE	SCHORTZ
818	706-2635

Email:	George@isccnc.	com	

INTERNATIONAL	SEARCH	CONSULTANTS
30827 MAINMAST DRIVE,  AGOURA HILLS, CA. 91301

Visit	Our	Web	Site
www.isccnc.com

optimization,.analysis.and.verification.
tools. is. standard. on. every.Matsuura.
MX-520.

The. latest. Fanuc. 31i. (iHMI,. 15”.
touch. panel. type). is. installed. and.
integrated.with.Matsuura’s. original.
software,.which.ensures. ease.of.use,.
status.The.Matsuura.MAXIA.12,000.
RPM.high-torque.spindle.is.standard..
A.high-torque.motor.is.available.to.ma-
chine.hard-to-cut.materials..Matsuura’s.
20,000.RPM. spindle. for. high-speed.
machining.of.aluminum.parts.is.avail-
able.as.an.option.

.

New	EDM	Monitoring	
Control
—MC	Machinery	Systems	
Inc.
	The.new.M800.EDM.control,.by.
MC.Machinery.Systems.Inc.,.is.now.
included.in.Mitsubishi.wire.EDM.
machines..It.is.designed.to.increase.
productivity.and.help.keep.track.of.
production.jobs.

The.M800.series.control.uses.rota-
tional.and.tilting.functionality,.while.
providing.job.monitoring.and.impor-
tant.information.in.a.single.view..The.
19”. touchscreen. enables. the. user. to.
swipe,.pinch.and.tap.to.view,.making.
it.an.easier. interface. to. interact.with.

than.previous.models.
In. line.with. Industry. 4.0. require-

ments,.the.processable.data.available.
with.this.control.provides.transparency.
in.all.production.stages.

The.new.navigation.interface.pro-
vides.smooth.and.easy. job.operation.
time.for.all.operator.expertise.levels,.
allowing.production. jobs. to.be.com-
pleted.quickly.and.accurately.

.Additionally,.the.M800.control.en-
ables.the.user.to.analyze.machine.prof-
itability.and.see.reserves....Diagrams.
are.available.to.depict.operating.costs.
and.output,.and.all.operating.material.
statuses.and.maintenance.cycles.can.be.
called.up.at.a.touch.
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Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing, Inc.

Multi-Axis	CNC	Swiss
Turning
CNC	Swiss	Micro
Machining

CNC Swiss Minature Machining

CNC Swiss Turning

CNC Swiss Micro Machining
Shown above: Micro machined parts 

with table salt

Pacific.Swiss.&.Mfg.,.Inc.
503-557-9407

15423.S.E..Piazza.Ave.,.Clackamas,.OR.97015..
sales@pacificswissmfg.com.*.www.pacificswiss.net

Part Sizes .005” Dia. To 1-1/4” Diam with 7 Axis of Machining Capability

Mastercam	and	WIDIA	
Announce	Tooling	Data	
Solution
—Mastercam

. CNC. Software,. Inc.,. developer.
of.Mastercam,. has. collaborated.with.
German. tungsten. carbide. tool. devel-
oper.WIDIA,.to.provide.a.solution.that.
enables.CAM.users.to.quickly.import.
tool.assemblies. from.WIDIA.NOVO.
directly.into.Mastercam.2018.

. Mas te rcam. deve loper s.
worked.closely.with.WIDIA.to.let.us-
ers.import.3-D.tool.assemblies.directly.
into.Mastercam,. validate. them. and.
save.them.in.their.Mastercam.file.and/
or.Tool.Library..Features.such.as.auto-
mated.filtering.ensure.that.the.holders.

and. tools. that. are. selected. can.work.
together. for. the.particular. job..Users.
of.Mastercam.benefit.from.having.the.
correct.tooling.for.the.material.and.for.
the.type.of.machining.operation,.plus.
an.accurate.3-D.model.that.can.be.used.
for.visualization.and.collision.check-
ing,.in.addition.to.the.time.savings.

. “We. found. that. in. the. past,.
our. customers. complained.of. having.
to. search. through. big. complicated.
catalogs.to.find.related.parts,.then.hav-
ing.to.request.or.build.the.assemblies.
from.scratch.for.use.in.systems.such.
as.Mastercam,”.said.Rich.Taft,.prod-
uct.owner,.CNC.Software.Inc..“With.
the.integration.of.WIDIA.NOVO.and.
Mastercam,.customers.save.significant.
time. searching. for. desired. tools. and.

building.3-D.tool.assemblies.that.can.
be.brought.directly.into.Mastercam.for.
easy.use.by.most.shops.”

. Taft. added,. “Accurate. tool.
definitions. are. a. critical. factor. in.
modern.CAM.applications..Toolpath.
algorithms. take. advantage. of. these.
definitions.to.provide.safe.and.efficient.
motion.. In. addition,. the.models. that.
we.import. from.WIDIA.NOVO.help.
us. to. generate. accurate. in-process.
stock.models. that. can. be. leveraged.
in. subsequent. operations..Customers.
can.also.make.use.of.these.models.in.
verification.and.machine.simulation.to.
catch.programming.errors.before. the.
program.ever.gets.to.the.machine.tool.”
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®

Conveyors

800-586-4585www.min i -mover. com

Affordable lights-out automation  

CNC West 2017
1/4 pg 
3-3/8” w x 4-5/8” h 
4C
 

Conveyors
Accumulators

Uni-Mate™
 

MADE IN THE USA

Save time.
Protect parts.
Boost profits.

Ask for a quote today.

Dust	Free	Graphite	Milling
—EDM	Network

..The.CHMER.built.Oil.Shroud.is.
designed.to.capture.all.of.the.fine.par-
ticles.of.graphite.created.when.milling.
at.speeds.up.to.30,000.RPM..The.cap-
tured.dust.is.then.filtered.through.the.
30.micro.cartridge.filters.that.are.part.
of.the.system..No.more.vacuum.sys-
tems.required.The.oil.used.is.standard.
EDM.oil.but.with. a.higher.viscosity.
so.that.the.oil.curtain.does.not.break.
down.at.high.spindle.speeds..This.oil.
is. engineered. to. be. fully. compatible.
with. sinker.EDM.oil. so. no. cleaning.
or.drying.is.required.before.EDMing.

.Other.benefits.of.the.oil.shroud.are,.
better.milling.cutter.wear,.less.graphite.
chipping,. improved.surface.finish.on.

the.electrode.and.no.graphite.dust.
These. high-speed. graphite.mills.

can.also.mill.hard.metals.up.to.Rc.63.
in. the. larger.models.with. the.10.and.
15.kW.spindles,.so.in.addition.to.the.
graphite.electrodes,.mold.components.
can.also.be.machined.on.the.same.mill..
Both.ball.screw.drives.and.linear.motor.
models. are. available..HSKE32,.E40.
and.E50.tooling.are.available.

.

Saw	Offers	Manual	Opera-
tion
—Kalamazoo	Industries

The.Kalamazoo. Industries.model.
K10WBT.enclosed.wet-cutting.bench-
top. abrasive. saw. offers. economical.

manual.operation,.producing.clean.cuts.
for. good. samples..The. 10”-diameter.
abrasive.blade.(not.included).provides.
the.capability.to.cut.up.to.1-1/2”.solids.
and.2-1/2”.pipe..The.removable.5”.left.
side.access.panel.accommodates.long.
parts,.but.stock.cannot.pass.through.the.
other.side.of.the.cabinet..Dual.vises.and.
a.T-slot.table.allow.for.easy.fixturing.
of.workpieces.

The.K10WBT.saw.features.a.mag-
netic. switch,. an. internal.work. light,.
dual. 3”. vises,. dual. coolant. nozzles.
with.coolant.and.pump,.a.2.HP.3.phase,.
220/440.volt.TEFC.motor.running.at.
3,450.RPM.at.the.spindle,.and.5/8”.LH.
spindle.arbor...

.
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DMS	-	Diversified	Machine	
Systems	to	Showcase	
CNC	Machining	Innova-
tions
—Booth	#457

. .DMS. is. a. leading. designer. and.
manufacturer. of. 3. and. 5. axis.CNC.
routers.and.machining.centers..They.
report.they.offer.a.full.range.of.stan-
dard.products.and.custom.machining.
solutions.ideal.for.a.variety.of.materi-
als,.including.composites.and.carbon.
fiber.products,.fiberglass,. aluminum,.
honeycomb.and.more..Laser.calibrated.
for. the. utmost. accuracy,. their. high.
performance.CNC. routers. improve.
efficiency.and.production.

DMS. services. a.wide. variety. of.

manufacturing.sectors.including.aero-
space,. automotive,.marine,. concept.
modeling,.pattern.making,.and.renew-
able.energy..A.total.solutions.provider,.
they. also.offer. complete. installation,.
technical.support.and.training.services....

DCM	Rotary	Surface	
Grinders
—Booth	#1146

DCM.Tech. is. a.manufacturer. of.
precision. rotary. surface. grinders...
Their. systems. are. being. used. in. the.
aerospace. industry. for.fine. tolerance.
planar. grinding. of.metals,. optical.
glass,.ceramics.and.more...DCM.will.
be.showcasing.their.industrial.line.of.
precision.rotary.surface.grinders,.pri-

marily.their.IG180SD,.IG280SD.and.
IG380SD.systems...

They.will. also. have. information.
available. for. their.Magnetic.Particle.
Inspection.Systems.for.non-destructive.
testing.of.aerospace.components.

Fastems	Exhibts	and	
Presents	Automation	and	
Digital	Factory	Solutions
—Booth	#654

Fastems.LLC,.will.share.its.knowl-
edge. and. experience. relevant. to. the.
aerospace.industry.at.AeroDef.Manu-
facturing. 2018.. Fastems. has. proven.
experience.in.automating.the.manufac-
ture.of.metal.and.composite.wing.parts,.
fuselage. parts,. engine. components.

—Preview
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and. other.
industry-
s p e c i f i c.
workpiec-
es..Further.
s u p p o r t -
i n g . t h e.
company’s.
expert ise.
in. helping.
companies.
move. to-
wards. In-
dustry. 4.0,.
Mr..Tomi.Kankainen,.Chief.Digital.
Officer. for. Fastems,. will. present.
“customer-centric. data. in. flexible.

Contract	First	Article
Inspection	Service

Quality	dimensional	inspection	performed
using	coordinate	measuring	machines	and

non-contact	video	equipment.
DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION LABS 

(510)744-4100
	

WWW.	D-I-L.COM.	

Manufacturing.Systems”.on.March.29.
at.9:45.am.in.Room.102..

The. company’s. exhibit.will. high-
light. its. automation. management.
software. and. its. ergonomic. operator.
interface.. Fastems’.Manufacturing.
Management.Software.(MMS).is.one.
of. the.most.progressive.solutions.for.
automatic. production. processing,.
complete.with. planning,. controlling,.
visualization.and.monitoring.capabili-
ties..Based.on.a.manufacturer’s.current.
order. and. all. required. or. available.
resources,.the.software.plans.the.pro-
duction.straight.from.an.ERP.system..
Not.only.does.MMS.administrate.all.
NC.programs.needed.for.the.produc-

tion. processes,. but. also. all. the. tool.
data.. It. also.monitors. tool. life. and.
prompts.the.operator.for.new.tooling.
if.required..If.an.unforeseen.situation.
should.arise.that.was.not.included.in.
the.production.plan. --. for.example.a.
particularly. urgent. order,.MMS. can.
automatically. rearrange. the. schedule.
in. real. time,. taking. into. account. the.
changed.production.process.priorities..

Fastems’. automation. equipment.
includes. a. variety. of. extendable. and.
flexible.manufacturing. systems. and.
robot. applications,. such. as. controls;.
stacker. cranes;. conveyors;. loading/
unloading. stations;. pallet.magazines.
and.assembly.organizers;.and.raw.ma-
terial.stations..These.“open”.automa-

—Preview
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tion.systems.can.be.incorporated.with.
virtually. any.modern.CNC.machine.
tool.and.auxiliary.equipment.brands..
Typical.applications.range.from.join-
ing.two.machine.tools.together.with.a.
Flexible. Palletized.Container. (FPC).
to. highly. sophisticated,. factory-wide.
flexible.manufacturing.systems.

SPRING	Technologies	to	
Demonstrate	Automation	
and	Optimization	Soft-
ware
—Booth	#1022

. . SPRING.Technologies,. devel-
oper.of.software.for.CNC.machining.

simulation.and.optimizing.CAM.pro-
grams,.will. demonstrate. its. flagship.
NCSIMUL.package.at.AeroDef.2018,.
Booth.1022..The.conference.and.ex-
hibits.event.will.span.March.26.-.29.
in.Long.Beach,.California..The.latest.
version. of.NCSIMUL.provides. ease.
of.use,.flexibility.and.automation.for.
manufacturers.to.move.towards.Indus-
try.4.0..The. two.main.modules,.NC-
SIMUL.MACHINE. and.NCSIMUL.

4CAM.will.be.highlighted.at.the.event,.
along.with.NCSIMUL.OPTITOOL..

“Without.compromising.the.integ-
rity.of.the.shop.floor,.our.software.has.
the. ability. to. streamline. capabilities.
that.work. to. complete. and. optimize.
any.project.overnight.using.automated.
processes,”.said.Silvère.Proisy,.North.
American. Operations. director. for.
SPRING.Technologies..“Of.particular.
interest. to. aerospace.OEMs. and. its.
suppliers,.this.approach.provides.room.
for.more.innovation.during.the.day.and.
without.risking.thousands.of.dollars.in.
equipment.and.machinery..Flexibility.
drives. productivity.with. automation.
tailored.to.any.shop.floor.”

Among.the.newer.features.of.NC-
SIMUL. and. the.NCSIMUL. 4CAM.

—Preview
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module. are:.New.probing. strategies;.
support. for. turning. after.milling,. for.
one-click.NC.machine.turnaround;.cut-
ting.tool.management.with.3D.defini-
tions;.one-click.project.update;.project.
export/import;.automatic.performance.
analysis;.automatic.graphic.detection.
of.machining.risk.zones.and.less.than.
optimal.cutting.conditions,.and.more..
The. improvements. are. contained. in.
the.NCSIMUL.OPTITOOL.module.
of.NCSIMUL.MACHINE.include.al-
gorithms.that.transform.working.feed.
rates.into.rapid.feed.rates.or.specified.
maximum.feed.rates.for.approach.and.
retract.motions. in. both. circular. and.
linear. toolpaths..The. software’s.Air.
Cutting.Optimization.mode. can. en-
able.users.to.reduce.machining.times.

by.4.–.25.percent.by.minimizing.air-
cutting.motions.and.optimizing.entry.
and.exit.feed

HAINBUCH	Workholding	
Solutions
—Booth	#562

With.60.years.of.experience.in.de-
veloping.workholding.devices,.HAIN-
BUCH.reports.they.deliver.reliable.and.
high.precision.products...

.HAINBUCH.modular.systems.of-
fer.flexibility.in.production.and.quick.
change-over..Their. experience. in. the.
workholding. industry. brings. effec-
tive. and. efficient. clamping. solutions.
to. the.most.challenging.applications..

A.company.spokesman.said,.“we.are.
dedicated. to. our. customers. and.ma-
chine.manufacturers.to.solve.problems.
and.create.new.possibilities.for.manu-
facturers.worldwide..We.are.a.reliable.
partner. for. development,. design. and.
production.of.workholding.tools. that.
are.easy-to-use”.

Q-PLUS	Labs	Precision	
Solutions
—Booth	#865

Q-PLUS. Labs. is. a. premier. full.
service. precision. dimensional.mea-
surement. and. inspection. laboratory.
providing.a.wide.array.of.quality.mea-
surement.services.and.solutions.includ-

TM
Complete Vacuum
Workholding
Systems

for the
Aerospace & Defense
Industries

WWW.VACULOK.COM

Ph: (815) 758-1822  •  Em: marketing@vaculok.com
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NEED A RETROFIT?

WE WILL GET YOUR MACHINE INTO THE 
BEST SHAPE IT HAS EVER BEEN!

We offer REBUILD AND UPGRADE of:
• Complete mechanical overhaul of wear items
• Geometry • Drive system • Control unit

CyTec Systems USA  
Phone: 833-CYTECUS 
Web: www.cytec-systems.com

CNC Matters 
Phone: 855-4CNC HELP / 855-426-2435
Web: www.cncmatters.com

CALL NOW!

INCREASING YOUR PRODUCTIVITY BY UPGRADING 
YOUR MACHINE WITH CYTEC COMPONENTS

ing:.dimensional.inspection.&.analysis,.
3D.scanning,.reverse.engineering.and.
redesign,. calibration,. consulting. and.
training..Q-PLUS.product.sales.divi-
sion.also.recommends.and.is.a.reseller.
of. the.metrology. equipment. used. to.
perform. dimensional.measurement.
and.inspection.

Southwestern	Industries	
to	Show	Technology	for	
Small	Lot	Machining
—Booth	#718

. Southwestern. lndustries. special-
izes.in.CNC.technology.for.small.lot.
machining..Their.product.line.includes.

TRAK.bed.and.knee.mills,.lathes,.ret-
rofit.products,.the.LPM.machining.cen-
ter,.and.the.new.portable.TRAK.2OP.
designed.for.second.operations.-.all.of.
which.feature.the.powerful.but.easy.to.
learn.and.use.ProtoTRAK.CNC.

Since. 1963,. Southwestern. has.
been.an.industry.leader.in.innovative.
products. for. machinist. productiv-
ity..They.understand.that.low.volume.
work,. including. prototypes,. tooling,.
fixtures,.molds,. and. repairs. is. differ-
ent. from.production.work..Solutions.
that.are.good.for.production.environ-
ments.are.some.times.not.suitable.for.
non-production.work.. Southwestern.
lndustries.maintains. its. engineering,.
manufacturing,and. corporate. head-
quarters. in. its. 130,000. square. foot.
facilities.in.Southern.California...•.

Carr	Lane	Manufacturing	
to	Show	Wide	Variety	of	
Products
—Booth	#940

For.60+.years,.Carr.Lane.Manufac-
turing.has.provided.a.huge.selection.of.
tooling. components,. clamps,. fixtur-
ing,.&.related.workholding.products..
Known. primarily. for. jig.&. fixture.
components,.CLM.manufactures.tool-
ing.items.for.virtually.every.industry.
around. the. globe,. including. quick.
change. tooling.plates.&. accessories,.
toggle. clamps,. hoist. rings,. handles,.
knobs,.ball.&.spring.plungers,.threaded.
inserts,.clamp.straps,.modular.fixtur-
ing,. drill. bushings,. alignment. pins,.
fixture. bases,.&.power.workholding.
devices.

Omax	Waterjet	Products
—Booth#649
		OMAX®.Corporation.designs.
and.manufactures.precision.waterjet.

—Preview
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• Boring Bars • Step Reamers
• Broaches  • Step Drills 
• Half Rounds • Spade Drills
• Hard to Find Swiss and 
 Escomatic Tools
Short Lead Time and 
 Competitive Prices

Tel:	714-995-3688	•	Fax:	208-664-8887	
Darmaktool@gmail.com
WWW.DarmakTool.com

OIL MIST AND SMOKE
IN YOUR SHOP?

www.mistcollectors.com
1-800-645-4174

Low-Cost, Highly Efficient
Mist and Smoke Collectors
Designed Specifically for

the Metalworking Industry

systems.that.they.report.offer.faster.
cutting.speeds.and.decreased.down-
time.in.virtually.any.material,.and.
are.great.for.production.runs,.tooling,.
short-runs,.and.prototyping.

Aviation	Stationary	
Clamping	System
—Booth	756

The. SCHUNK.Aviation. Station-
ary.Clamping. System. is. a.modular.
system. for. clamping. large. structural.
workpieces..The.operator.can.relax.the.
clamping.of.the.unit.with.pneumatics.
to.provide.stress.relief.and.provide.all.
degrees.of.freedom.

Wire	Cut	Company	Inc	
Diversified	Services
—Booth	#A134

. Wire.Cut.Company.based.in.
Buena.Park,.CA.. is. a. specialist. that.
will.meet. your. exact. precision. com-
plex.requirements.as.an.AS9100.ISO.
Certified,.Nadcap.EDM.manufacturer,.
providing.high.quality. electrical. dis-
charge.machining,.wire,. sinker,. hole.
drill.(EDM).services.since.1978.

BLM	Group	USA	Corp	
Sheet	Metal	Solutions
—Booth	#963

...........BLM.Group.is.a.global.leader.
in. tube. and. sheet.metal. processing.
solutions.. Its. product. line. includes.
laser.tube.cutting,.cold.sawing,.bend-

—Preview
ing,.end-forming,.end-.machining.and.
wire.bending.machines..The.company.
has.more.than.60.years.of.experience.
and. thousands. of. applications. in. the.
development.of.tube.and.sheet.metal.
fabrication.equipment..
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cifically solid boost technology. This contract 
provides a vehicle the Air Force can use to 
establish task orders, which can be used to 
advance solid rocket motor technologies, and 
addresses technical needs for next-generation 
strategic, tactical and spacecraft propulsion 
systems. Work will be performed in Rancho 
Cordova, California, and is expected to be 
complete by Jan. 18, 2023.  

Ship Repair Work in Washington
General Dynamics National Steel and Ship-

building Co.-Bremerton, Bremerton, Washing-
ton, is being awarded a modification to a 
previously awarded contract to exercise an 
option for repair and alteration requirements 
for USS Nimitz (CVN 68) fiscal 2018 dry dock-
ing planned incremental availability. This 
modification is awarded under contract line 
item number 0018 of the existing five-year 
contract for non-nuclear maintenance, repair 
and alterations of CVN 68- and CVN 78-class 
ships. Work will be performed in Bremerton, 
Washington, and is expected to be completed 
by May 2019.  

Ship Repair Work in San Diego
BAE Systems San Diego Ship Repair, San Di-

ego, California, is being awarded a contract 
for a special selected restricted availability 
(SSRA) on USS Cape St. George (CG 71) home 
ported in San Diego, California. This deliv-
ery order for a SSRA will execute depot-level 
maintenance, alterations, and modifications 
that will update and improve the ship’s mili-
tary and technical capabilities. Work will 
be performed in San Diego, California, and 
is expected to be completed by January 2019.  

Boeing HorizonX Invests in 
Advanced Battery Technology 
Startup Cuberg

  Boeing announced its investment in Berke-
ley, Calif.-based Cuberg, Inc., a startup 
founded by former Stanford University re-
searchers developing next-generation bat-
tery technology for potential aerospace and 
industrial applications.

Cuberg developed an advanced battery cell 
that is designed to be a drop-in solution to 
existing large-scale battery manufacturing 

Continued	on	page	90....

Chinese Tesla Rival Nio Unveils 
First  Production Car, Grows 
Workforce in San Jose

Chinese car company Nio has announced its 
first production car, the ES8, taking direct 
aim at Tesla’s luxury all-electric sports 
utility vehicle, the Model X.

Nio’s new car was introduced in early 
January by chairman and founder William Li. 
Nio claims its seven-seater SUV has more 
features than its Tesla rival — and at a 
fraction of the cost.

Laser Metal Deposition 
Technology Enables NASA 
Rocket Nozzle Demonstrator 
Development

 Formalloy, LLC  of Spring Valley, CA. 
has delivered the latest nozzle demonstra-
tor to NASA-Marshall, as part of a series 
of R&D projects to assist the space agency’s 
additive development efforts. NASA completed 
tensile and quality testing on Formalloy-
printed samples built on the company’s A-222 
machine model. With virtually no material 
porosity and sufficient tensile strength, NASA 
is continuing R&D feasibility studies with 
Formalloy.

Additive manufacturing (AM) is being used 
to reduce weight, build time and material 
cost when producing high value parts such 
as rocket engine components. Formalloy’s AM 
machines, which utilize laser metal deposi-
tion technology, can scale from build volumes 
in millimeters to meters. 

“NASA is leveraging Formalloy’s laser 
metal deposition technology for development 
and feasibility studies to investigate scal-
ability of AM for large, high value compo-
nents. Laser metal deposition technology is 
being explored as an alternative to powder 
bed technology for key components such as 
rocket nozzles,” said Paul Gradl, NASA se-
nior propulsion engineer.

Aerojet Rancho Cordova, CA 
Gets Contract

Aerojet Rocketdyne Inc., Rancho Cordova, 
California, has been awarded a basic indef-
inite-delivery/indefinite-quantity, hybrid 
cost-plus-fixed-fee and firm-fixed-price con-
tract for advanced rocket technology, spe-
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processes. It combines a lithium metal anode, 
proprietary electrolyte and high-voltage 
cathode to achieve high energy density and 
thermal durability.

    Since it was established in April 
2015, Cuberg has grown with several rounds 
of financing and grant funding and signed a 
multimillion-dollar joint development agree-
ment with an industrial battery manufac-
turer. “We are excited to partner with the 
world’s largest aerospace company to extend 
Cuberg’s battery capabilities to help power 
the aerospace platforms of the future,” said 
Wang. “With funding from Boeing, we will 
expand both our team and our research and 
development facilities to help customers 
integrate our batteries into their products, 
while also scaling up our technology to fully 
automated production.”

Honeywell Awarded $42.6M for 
Power Logistics for B-2, C-130

  The U.S. Air Force has awarded Honey-
well a $42.6 million contract modification 
to provide power logistics services for two 
aircraft platforms, the B-2 and C-130.

Honeywell Aerospace and Defense will per-
form logistics support work on ground carts, 
as well as auxiliary and secondary power 
units, for the two aircraft, the Defense 
Department announced in late January.

  Work, which will be performed at Hill Air 
Force Base in Utah and the company’s plant 
in Tempe, Ariz., is expected to be finished 
by Nov. 30.

Navy Awards DynCorp with 
$40M Contract For Aircraft Sup-
port in Nevada

  DynCorp International has been awarded 
a contract for maintenance and logistics 
services on multiple Navy-owned aircraft 
assigned to the Naval Aviation Warfighting 
Development Center.

The deal, announced by the Department of 
Defense, is valued at more than $40.4 mil-
lion under the terms indefinite-delivery/
indefinite-quantity contract, which is a 
modification on a previous award contract.

The contract provides an option to the 
Navy for “organizational, selected interme-
diate, and limited depot level maintenance 
and logistics services” for the F/A-18 Super 
Hornet the EA-18G Growler MH-60S Seahawk, 
F-16A/B Fighting Falcon and E-2C Hawkeye.

The aircraft capabilities range from tra-
ditional fighter jets and electronic warfare 
aircraft to helicopter operations and early-

warning weather abilities.
The aircraft are all assigned to the Na-

val Aviation Warfighting Development Center 
in Fallon, Nevada. Work on the contract 
will occur at the Naval Air Station and is 
expected to be completed in January 2019.

Raytheon to Provide Griffin 
Missiles to U.S. Air Force

  Raytheon has been awarded a $105.2 mil-
lion contract to provide AGM-176 Griffin mis-
siles to the U.S. Air Force.

The deal, announced Feb 1 by the Depart-
ment of Defense, comes under the terms of a 
firm-fixed-price, cost-plus-fixed-fee, indefi-
nite-delivery, indefinite quantity contract 
that is a modification to a previous contract 
award.

The Griffin missile is classified as a light-
weight, precision-guided munition that can 
be launched from multiple platforms and is 
used by multiple services in different com-
bat roles.

Raytheon is currently developing a Griffin 
C missile with dual-mode guidance and Griffin 
C-ER that aims to extend the range of the 
missile.

Work on the contract will occur in Tuc-
son, Ariz., and is expected to be complete 
by December 2020.

Company Chooses Phoenix to 
Manufacture Electric Trucks

Nikola Motor Co. has picked Arizona for 
a $1 billion, 2,000-job manufacturing plant 
and also will move its research and devel-
opment and headquarters operations to Buck-
eye, AZ.

The plant will be west of Phoenix and sit 
on 500 acres.

Nikola will make hydrogen-electric semi-
trucks at the planned Arizona facility. 
Nikola now is based in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
and makes electric and hydrogen-electric 
vehicles and parts.

“After 12 months, nine states and 30 site 
locations, Arizona, Gov. Ducey, Sandra Wat-
son and Chris Camacho were the clear front 
runners. Arizona has the workforce to support 
our growth and a governor that was an entre-
preneur himself. They understood what 2,000 
jobs would mean to their cities and state,” 
said Trevor Milton, CEO and founder, Nikola 
Motor Co. “We will begin transferring our 
R&D and headquarters to Arizona immediately 
and hope to have the transition completed 
by October 2018.”
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• Easy to write or import programs

• Easy to move to available labor

• Easy to set up from job to job

• Easy to run while tending another
machine

• Easy to schedule jobs
independently

• Easy to combine into a work cell

Instant VMC 
Capacity

• 14”x12”x17” travel

• 30”x48” footprint

• 8-station tool changer

• 3 HP

• ProtoTRAK TMX control



What’s in your shop?
ACU-RITE’s NEW complete line of performance-driven 

Digital Readout Systems for all of your manual machine applications:

Milling, Turning, Grinding, Boring, EDMs

www.acu-rite.com 

Digital Readout Systems  |  Precision Linear Encoders  |  MILLPWRG2 CNC Retro  t Packages for Knee and Bed Mill Machines

333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173  |  (847) 490-1191
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